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FOREWORD
This report, A Compendium of Electric Reliability Frameworks Across Canada (the Compendium), has
been compiled by the National Energy Board (NEB) as part of its regulatory mandate to monitor
Canadian energy markets. The Compendium follows two electricity Energy Market Assessments
entitled Canadian Electricity Trends and Issues, May 2001 and Canadian Electricity Exports and Imports,
January 2003. These reports are intended to contribute to the public’s understanding and awareness
of current developments in the Canadian electricity sector.

The timing of the Compendium is guided by the ongoing issues surrounding the assurance of
reliability in restructured electricity markets, and by the 14 August 2003 power blackout, which has
raised concerns about the reliability of the interconnected North American transmission grid. The
objective of the Compendium is to provide a succinct yet comprehensive description of reliability
frameworks throughout Canada. It is not an assessment or judgment of the electric reliability of any
specific province or territory in an absolute or comparative sense. Additionally, readers may find this
report can provide baseline information and regional context for the discussions following the
publication of the Final Report on the August 14, 2003 Power Blackout in the United States and Canada:
Causes and Recommendations by the U.S.-Canada Power System Outage Task Force.   

The Compendium is based to a significant extent on information obtained through consultations with
interested parties, representing the electric power industry in Canada, power consumers, provincial
governments, regulatory agencies and public interest groups. The NEB appreciates the information
and comments it received from all participants.

NATIONAL ENERGY BOARD vii
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This Compendium has been compiled by the National Energy Board (NEB) as part of its regulatory
mandate to monitor Canadian energy markets. The report is motivated by two main developments:
the restructuring of electricity markets in North America; and the 14 August 2003 power blackout
that affected most of Ontario, a small portion of generation in Québec and a large part of the U.S.
Midwest and Northeast. 

Electricity is delivered through an intricate network of interconnected high-voltage transmission lines
and power generation facilities which comprise the bulk power system. To ensure reliable service, this
system must be precisely monitored and controlled. From the consumer standpoint, electric reliability
means continuity of service and acceptable power quality. From the supply standpoint, there are two
basic aspects to reliability: planning for adequacy of generation and transmission infrastructure; and
operational reliability. Operational reliability depends on the essential activities of system operators to
monitor and respond to changing conditions on their own and adjacent power systems. 

The electric power industry has developed a number of ways to measure reliability performance. The
most common measures track the frequency and duration of outages. While power outages resulting
from bulk system disruptions occur occasionally, most service disruptions affecting consumers occur
at the distribution level. However, when disruptions on the bulk system do occur, they can have
significant and widespread impacts, including economic and social costs. Economic costs may include
lost industrial production, equipment damage, and spoilage of raw materials and food. Social costs
may include the inconvenience of lost transportation, uncomfortable building temperatures and
personal injury. For example, as a result of the 14 August 2003 blackout, factory shipments in Ontario
were down by $2.3 billion.1

A variety of technologies and infrastructure investments can be used to enhance reliability; however,
the costs must be compared with the potential reliability benefits gained to determine whether such
investments are worthwhile. System reliability can be fortified by interconnections with adjacent
jurisdictions. These interconnections can also function as important conduits for interprovincial and
international trade. While reliability and trading benefits are associated with interconnections, events
have also occurred where major system disturbances have spread or “cascaded” from one jurisdiction
to another. To a great extent, the provision of reliability has focused on electricity supply. However,
there is now increased interest in enhancing reliability from the demand side, through development
of demand response programs. 

Most responsibility for regulatory oversight of the electric power industry lies with the provincial
governments and their respective regulatory agencies. The federal government considers reliability
issues when developing electricity policy and regulations for interprovincial and international trade.

viii

1 Final Report on the August 14, 2003 Blackout in the United States and Canada: Causes and Recommendations, U.S.-Canada Power System 
Outage Task Force, April 2004, P.1.  The report can accessed at  www.neb-one.gc.ca  under Canada-U.S. Power System Outage.
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Utilities have had a mandate to provide reliable electricity at the lowest practical cost. For bulk power
systems, this requires planning for adequacy of supply in generation and transmission and then
ensuring reliability in system operations. This coordination could occur through a vertically-
integrated utility or, in an unbundled market structure, the activities of market participants may be
coordinated by an independent system operator. 

For interconnected bulk power systems, the North American Electric Reliability Council (NERC)
and its regional councils, in which most Canadian electric utilities/system operators are members,
have been assuming the main responsibilities for setting reliability standards and operating policies.
Membership in NERC is voluntary, with standards and policies compliance enforced mainly through
peer pressure. 

The challenges presented by the unbundling of generation, transmission and distribution in
restructured markets have prompted calls for legislation requiring that reliability standards be
mandatory and that there be consequences for not meeting standards. Proposed U.S. energy
legislation calls for the establishment of an independent Electric Reliability Organization (ERO), with
regulatory oversight in the U.S. by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). It is not
currently known whether NERC (in a modified form) or another organization will constitute the
ERO. In the interim, NERC has resolved “to work closely with FERC and other applicable federal,
state, and provincial regulatory authorities in the United States, Canada and Mexico to ensure that
the public interest is met with respect to compliance with reliability standards.”2 Further support for
mandatory, enforceable standards was demonstrated in the first recommendation of the Final Report
on the August 14, 2003 Blackout.3

The Compendium describes the reliability framework and identifies reliability issues by province and
territory. The type and extent of oversight varies. In some jurisdictions, industry participants have a
legislated obligation to provide reliable electric service and may be subject to financial penalties for
unsatisfactory reliability performance (e.g., Ontario and Québec). In other jurisdictions, utilities are
required to report periodically on their reliability performance. At the federal level, the NEB takes
into account reliability when considering applications to construct and operate international power
lines. The NEB requires the applicant to provide information on the impacts of the operation of the
proposed power line on the power systems in other provinces, i.e., other than those provinces
through which the line passes. Similar considerations apply in the authorization of electricity exports.

With restructuring, the centralized planning function traditionally held by the vertically-integrated
utility is being replaced by other mechanisms that involve shared responsibilities among different
entities. Ontario and Alberta have largely restructured their industries; British Columbia has recently
undertaken further restructuring initiatives; and imminent changes are expected in New Brunswick
and Nova Scotia. In several provincial jurisdictions (e.g., Ontario, Québec, New Brunswick),
generation adequacy is an issue that has initiated public interest. This has led to proposals to build
new generation capacity and new interconnections. In Ontario and Alberta, there are also issues
surrounding the building of transmission capacity.

ix

2 NERC Board of Trustees, 10 February 2004.

3 Final Report on the August 14, 2003 Blackout in the United States and Canada: Causes and Recommendations, pp. 13, 140.
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Summarizing points are as follows:

Reliability frameworks are diverse and evolving.

The reliability frameworks, in terms of the roles of the provincial governments, regulators and market
participants, are diverse with the type and extent of oversight varying among the provinces. As
restructured markets are introduced and mature, and provincial electric policy changes, the roles for
maintaining reliability tend to evolve as well. Often, the provincial approach to ensuring reliability is
augmented by the imposition of a legislated obligation on utilities to provide reliable electric service.

Restructuring introduces opportunities and challenges in maintaining reliability.

In a restructured market, many aspects of reliability management and oversight become more
complex as the number of market participants increases and reliability responsibilities are shared
among a number of entities. To date, the implementation of restructuring has both facilitated and
impeded reliability. The circumstances brought about by restructuring have been a driving force
behind efforts to develop a system of mandatory reliability standards, which would be monitored and
enforced through a compliance program with financial penalties. 

Reliability expectations vary.

A survey by the Canadian Electricity Association found that Canadian distribution systems were
available 99.95 percent of the time during the five-year period 1998-2002.4 Expectations about an
acceptable level of reliability, with accompanying costs, vary across consumer sectors and regions. For
industrial users, and increasingly for commercial and residential users, good reliability includes
continuity of service and appropriate voltage control. The challenge for industry, governments and
regulators is to find the optimum level of reliability given the diverse requirements.

Reliability can be gauged using performance measures.

Several measures have been developed by industry to gauge reliability performance, with the most
common addressing the duration and frequency of interruptions. Performance measures can be used
to highlight specific issues within a power system and to compare performance with other systems.
Although governments and regulators usually have access to utility performance data on reliability,
depending on the province, public access varies. Notwithstanding that some performance data may be
sensitive, commercially or otherwise, there is a public desire for greater transparency and availability
of information. Furthermore, the U.S.-Canada Power System Outage Task Force recommends the
establishment of an independent source of reliability performance information.

Reliability has a cost.

Reliability can be improved by making investments in infrastructure and technology. Investments can
be aimed at outage prevention, outage containment and service restoration. To optimize reliability
investments, planners must ensure the cost of initiatives is justified financially, socially and
environmentally in terms of benefits or avoided costs. Utilities and other planners are challenged with
achieving an acceptable level of reliability while keeping rates at reasonable levels.

x

4 Excluding the Quebéc/Ontario ice storm in 1999, which reduced availability to 99.65 percent.
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Interconnections enhance reliability.

Under normal operating conditions, interconnections between power systems improve reliability and
provide commercial benefits. However, a disturbance in one system, if it is severe enough, can affect
adjoining systems, thereby exposing a local system to regional weaknesses. The consensus is that the
benefits outweigh the potential risks and the industry trend is toward strengthening the overall
interconnected system.

Demand-side actions can enhance reliability.

Consumer behaviour and actions can enhance reliability through reducing overall electricity
consumption (demand-side management) and by deferring consumption to non-peak periods
(demand response). To improve the success of demand programs, there is a need to develop proper
incentives to motivate consumers to respond effectively.

xi
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INTRODUCTION
This report addresses the provision of electric reliability across Canada and, specifically, the roles and
responsibilities of the electric power industry, governments and industry regulators to ensure
reliability. Electric reliability means continuity of service and acceptable power quality. This requires
precise coordination and control in the electric power system from the source of generation through
transmission and distribution.

The National Energy Board (NEB) has compiled this Compendium as part of its responsibility to
monitor and report on developments in energy markets. This report is motivated by two main
developments: the ongoing restructuring of electricity markets in North America; and the
14 August 2003 power blackout, which affected most of Ontario and a large part of the U.S. Midwest
and Northeast, an area with a population of 50 million. 

Restructuring refers to the unbundling, or separation, of the generation, transmission and distribution
functions. Until the early 1990s, these functions were mainly performed by vertically-integrated
utilities. Restructuring has evolved as competition was introduced in generation and there was a need
to allow new players to have access to the electric transmission network. This separation has
highlighted the need to ensure reliability. Across Canada, the extent of restructuring varies among the
provinces, and the approach to ensuring reliability also varies.

According to the Final Report on the August 14, 2003 Blackout, the blackout was initiated by a
combination of events in Ohio, which caused an initial loss of transmission and generation facilities to
spread or “cascade” across the electrical interconnections into neighbouring states and Ontario. This
event was the largest blackout in the history of the North American power business. Although power
was restored to most of the area within a day, it took about one week before service was returned to
normal in the entire region. 

The North American Electric Reliability Council (NERC) has reported at least five other large
outages since 1965 with widespread impacts. Three of these occurred in 1996 and 1998 and, on
separate occasions, directly affected all provinces west of Québec. The 14 August 2003 blackout has
further called into question the overall reliability of the bulk power transmission system, or
interconnected grid. This is the system of electric generating facilities and high voltage transmission
wires that produce and transfer power to local distribution systems (and other transmission customers
such as large industrial consumers) either within a region or into other jurisdictions. All the provinces
are part of the interconnected grid and hence participate in inter-regional transfers between provinces
and with adjacent states to improve reliability and engage in commercial trade. 

Chapter 2 presents an overview of reliability: addressing what is meant by electric reliability; how it is
measured; and the roles and responsibilities of industry, governments, and regulators in ensuring
reliability. Chapter 3 presents regional information for the provinces and territories commencing with
a description of the market, and then discussing the reliability framework and regional issues.
Chapter 4 concludes with summarizing points.
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OVERVIEW OF ELECTRIC RELIABILITY
An intricate network of interconnected high-voltage transmission lines and power generation facilities
is responsible for the delivery of electricity. This complex commodity is invisible, it moves at the
speed of light along the path of least resistance, and it cannot effectively be stored.5 This means the
amount of electricity generated and delivered must continuously match the amount of energy that is
being demanded. The grid, which includes the high-voltage lines involved in the transfer of power
between generating plants and customer loads (mainly distribution companies and large industrial
customers), must be precisely monitored and controlled to ensure the correct amounts of power are
flowing in the correct directions. Power must then be stepped down to a lower voltage and delivered
through distribution networks to the places where it is needed. 

2.1 What is Electric Reliability?

When a member of the household flips a switch to turn on the lights, they are normally assured that
the lights will go on. Yet, occasionally, the lights suddenly go out and electric devices shut down.
These events, known as blackouts or power outages, are not only inconvenient, they can be costly.
For most people, the cost may be just a few moments in the darkness and the effort to reset the time
on a number of clocks. Depending on the extent and duration of the outage, however, the costs can
be much higher. Traffic light outages can lead to car accidents; the loss of air conditioners can lead to
heat stroke; the loss of heat in homes can lead to damaged water pipes; and the loss of refrigeration
can lead to food spoilage. Electrical outages can have innumerable other costs. Even slight changes in
electrical voltages can have high impacts. These electrical disturbances can shut down, or otherwise
result in millions of dollars of losses, for such processes as computer chip or glass manufacture.

Electric reliability means that electric service will be delivered to the consumer with a high degree of
assurance. As implied above, this means that the lights will go on and other diverse requirements such
as heating, air conditioning, computing services, and electrical processes and control in industry, can
be met on demand. To ensure this occurs, the electric power system, from the source of generation
through transmission and distribution, must be reliable.

Aspects of Reliability

In every electric power system there are two main aspects to reliability. The first is adequacy of
supply, which involves having enough generation and transmission capacity to meet projected system
needs. The second aspect is short-term or operating reliability, which requires that a system be able

2

5 This report mainly addresses the reliability of supply of electricity through the (AC) bulk power system, which is the system of 
electric generating facilities and high voltage transmission wires that produce and transfer power to local distribution systems. Of 
course, electricity can be stored in batteries for (DC) use at the point of final consumption. This normally accounts for a minor 
amount of total electricity use. At the present time, storage in batteries is not practical in the quantities required to be useful for 
bulk power shipments.
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to withstand disturbances or contingencies and be able to continue operating even if there are
problems with the infrastructure or other interconnected systems. This may be accomplished by
maintaining reserves of generation and transmission capacity.  

The two aspects of reliability interact. For example, if, in response to a contingency, an operator uses
the reserve margin to meet load, instead of curtailing load, the reserve level will dip. This approach
ensures supply adequacy but leaves the system operationally vulnerable should a further need for the
reserve margin arise. Given the interrelated nature of these two aspects of reliability, systems are
planned to be both adequate and operationally reliable. New generation may be strategically sited
close to the load centre to meet both adequacy requirements and enhance the operational reliability
of the system. Both aspects must be considered when balancing the costs of reliability efforts and the
economic impact of power outages.

2.2 How is Reliability Measured? 

The electric industry has developed a number of different ways to measure reliability performance.
For example, the reliability of generating units can be assessed from information on their actual
utilization over time relative to full capacity (operating factor) and information on unscheduled unit
outages. The reliability of transmission facilities is measured by indicators such as the frequency of
outages of specific components (e.g., transformer outages) and broader measures such as the
performance at the delivery points to distribution systems. Measures that provide an indication of
reliability of distribution systems have also been developed.

The Canadian Electricity Association (CEA) publishes data on the performance of generation and
transmission equipment and specific performance indicators for distribution systems across the
country. Some of the more common reliability measures for distribution systems are set out in
Table 2.1.

Distribution indicators provide a bottom-line measure of reliability from the standpoint of the
consumer. For Canadian distribution systems overall, IOR was stable in the range of 0.9995 for the
five-year period 1998-2002. This means that, on average, Canadian distribution systems were
available 99.95 percent of the time (excluding the impact of the Québec/Ontario ice storm, which
reduced availability to 99.65 percent). 

3

T A B L E  2 . 1

Distribution System Performance Indicators1

Measure What it Measures

Canadian 
Average 

(1998-2002)
Index of Reliability (IOR)2 portion of time the system is available 0.9995
System Average Interruption Frequency 
Index (SAIFI) number of interruptions 2.4 per year
System Average Interruption Duration 
Index (SAIDI) number of hours of interruption 4.4 per year
Customer Average Interruption Duration 
Index (CAIDI) average length of each interruption 1.8 hours

1 2002 Annual Service Continuity Report on Distribution System Performance in Electrical Utilities, CEA. While data at the
Canadian level are available to the public, the individual company data are only available to participants in the survey. Uses
of this information include company benchmarking for internal purposes and in submissions to regulators. 

2 IOR = [(8760-SAIDI)/8760]; number of hours in a year is 8760.
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Some of the most common causes of distribution outages include: scheduled outages, loss of
supply, tree contact, lightning, defective equipment, adverse weather, and the human element.6

On average, over the five-year period, approximately 75 percent of all customer outage incidents and
85-90 percent of all customer outage hours were due to distribution system problems.7 The remaining
outages were due to loss of supply, which is a proxy for transmission and generation outages.

These results suggest that, from the consumer viewpoint, the reliability of the bulk power system is
somewhat higher than the distribution system. This is consistent with the general view that the
flexibility in the bulk delivery system enables system operators to compensate for contingencies. For
example, if a generating unit experiences a technical problem and must shut down, the system operator
can call on reserve margins to meet demand. If a transmission line trips off, the power can flow across
different lines so that demand is still satisfied in each area. In the absence of exceptional circumstances,
consumers will not be aware of the disturbance. However, when larger bulk system outages occur, they
affect more people and tend to last longer, as demonstrated by the 14 August 2003 blackout.

Distribution systems, on the other hand, have less flexibility because they have less redundancy built
into them. The cost of duplicating the infrastructure would be high and, as disturbances on these
systems do not affect as many people, the benefits would be small. A lack of redundancy and generally
longer distribution lines also mean that rural consumers experience lower reliability than urban
consumers.

2.3 How is Reliability Enhanced? 

2.3.1 Investment 8

A variety of technologies and infrastructure investments can be used to enhance reliability; however,
their costs must be compared with the reliability benefits gained to determine whether it is
worthwhile to consumers. System planners have generally adopted a criterion that it is appropriate to
have no more than one day of outages in a ten-year period, and use detailed system models to develop
scenarios to achieve this level of reliability. Companies then compare the costs of different methods of
achieving the required level of reliability, and generally use the lowest-cost method. This approach
estimates the appropriate generation reserve margins and spare capacity in transmission systems and
tends to be the general approach to reliability planning. 

Another way of determining the appropriate amount to invest in reliability is to compare the costs of
outages (i.e., the costs resulting from lower reliability) with the costs of providing greater reliability.
When reliability is low, outages will be frequent and the negative impacts on power consumers will be
high. As reliability improves, as a result of reliability investments, outages will be less frequent. In this
approach, planners try to find the level of reliability resulting in the lowest overall costs (Figure 2.1).
If infrastructure investments are less than the ideal, society will incur outage costs that are greater
than the savings in infrastructure. If infrastructure investments are greater than the ideal, society is
spending more on infrastructure than it is saving in outage costs.9

4

6 The human element includes errors in system installation and operation, and deliberate damage or sabotage.

7 2002 Annual Service Continuity Report on Distribution System Performance in Electrical Utilities, CEA. 

8 This section draws on concepts developed in Reliability Evaluations of Power Systems, Billinton, R., and Allan, R.N., Second Edition,
Chapters 1 and 13.

9 Outage costs could include a broad range of economic and social costs. Economic costs might include lost industrial production,
equipment damage, spoilage of raw materials or food. Social costs might include the inconvenience of lost transportation, the loss
of leisure time, uncomfortable building temperatures and personal injury.
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There is some debate on the estimation of
outage costs, and who exactly might benefit
from reliability investments. It may even be
difficult to distinguish between investments in
reliability and investments in infrastructure for
commercial reasons, an example of the latter
being to improve trading between
interconnected electric systems.
Notwithstanding these issues, the important
point addressed in this approach is that
investments in reliability yield benefits, but,
after some point, the benefits are less than the
costs. This issue is recognized in the
legislation and regulations in a number of
provinces, which require that investments not
be undertaken for reliability in the absence of
other considerations such as efficiency and the
prudence of incurred costs.

2.3.2 Technology

Technology has an important role to play in enhancing reliability. Technological innovation may
contribute to system adequacy by increasing the capacity in existing right-of-ways. This can be
accomplished through improved efficiency in transmission, such as through FACTS devices, and
other devices that allow more precise measurement of the capability of transmission lines, thus
enabling operations closer to thermal limits.10 These technologies are costly and cost recovery may be
at risk, especially in markets where there is uncertainty about the pricing of future transmission
services.

Constraints on constructing new transmission facilities may be alleviated by building centralized
power plants closer to load centres. This could also be accomplished with distributed generation from
the LDC or installed by end-use consumers, such as large industrial customers. The solution may
include selling power back to the grid, which would require reverse metering. 

From an operating standpoint, adaptation of new communications and control tools can improve the
monitoring of the real-time operation of the grid. This would result in better understanding of
operating conditions, including early warning of contingencies in the immediate and adjacent control
areas.

2.3.3 Inter-Regional Trade

Under normal operating conditions, system reliability can be fortified by interconnections with
adjacent jurisdictions. All provinces are interconnected with neighbouring provinces, although most
of the provincial networks have larger interconnections (as measured by power transfer capability)
with the bordering states to the south. Provincial interconnections have been built to provide
reliability and, in some cases, optimize the construction and utilization of generation resources. For
example, reserve margin requirements tend to be lower on interconnected systems since a larger pool

5

F I G U R E  2 . 1

The Cost of Reliability1

$ 

total costs 
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1 Billinton, R. and Allan, R.N., Figure 1.3.

10 FACTS (Flexible AC Transmission System) devices include a variety of electronic devices used to improve control and stability of 
the transmission grid. The increased ability to direct power flow and the very fast response to system conditions enable the 
transmission system to be operated closer to thermal limits, thus improving transmission efficiency.
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of generation is available to respond to system
disturbances. The territories are neither
interconnected, nor do they have connections
with the provinces or the U.S.

Interconnections also provide conduits for
interprovincial and international trade, enabled
by the diversity of daily and seasonal power usage
between importing and exporting jurisdictions.
Hydro systems, which can store water during
off-peak periods and then release the water for
power production during peak periods, are well
suited to benefit from this diversity. Therefore,
provinces with large hydro endowments and
water storage capacity, such as Québec, Manitoba
and B.C., have been the largest net exporters to
the U.S. 

While there have been reliability and trading
benefits associated with interconnections, there
are also risks, and there have also been a number
of circumstances where major system
disturbances have spread or cascaded from one
jurisdiction to another. The most recent of these
occurred on 14 August 2003.

2.3.4 Demand-Side Management
(DSM) and Demand
Response (DR) 

To a great extent, the provision of reliability has
focused on electricity supply. However,
consuming patterns can have a significant impact
on the supply/demand balance, drawing on the
conservation notion that, within certain limits, it
can be cheaper to save a kilowatt hour than it is
to produce one. 

The implementation of DSM initially occurred
in the late 1980s and early 1990s. From the
standpoint of the utility customer, these
programs were usually non-price related. Utilities
recognized that they could reduce costs by
funding conservation programs such as energy
audits and provide subsidies for more efficient
equipment and appliances. The benefit to the
consumer was a lower power bill. The benefit to
the utility was to share some of the cost savings,
and thus improve the return on their regulated
assets. In effect, these programs substituted for a
price mechanism that would send signals to

6

Time-of-Use Metering

The feasibility of time-of-use (TOU) metering is
relatively well established for large-volume
customers who have the capability to shift
load requirements and where the pricing
regime provides incentives through TOU rates.
Such programs are in place in a number of
provinces. 

TOU metering is technically feasible for
small-volume customers, at the household
level, using current electronic microprocessor
technology. For example, some meters are
capable of recording energy usage in
15-minute intervals and storing the data in
Read-Only-Memory. The meters may be
programmed to communicate with the utility
every 24 hours, to download data to their
customer billing system. Communications with
the utility's billing system may occur by a
landline or cellular telephone, digital paging
or radio frequency. The installed cost of these
meters could be as high as $1100 per
household. However, depending on the
specific application and extent of market
penetration, the costs of TOU meters may be
closer to $400 and lower. 

While there is not widespread use currently,
there are some programs in place. For
example, Hydro-Québec has an experimental
TOU program involving approximately
400 residential customers, who can benefit
from lower rates during off-peak periods.
Currently, Hydro-Québec does not intend to
offer a large scale TOU residential program
and has indicated that the cost of the meters
and billing costs could be a barrier to TOU
applications. 

Princeton Light and Power, a municipal utility
in B.C., offers TOU rates to all residential and
commercial customers along with automation
for controlling appliances and shifting
consumption from peak to off-peak periods.
Roughly 100 of 3 000 customers are on the
program and participation is growing. In this
case, the cost savings in power purchased by
the utility pay for the program. 

The growth in TOU metering for small-volume
consumers will be governed by such factors
as: reductions in the cost of metering
(including billing expenses); the difference
between peak and off-peak electricity prices;
and the capability of these consumers to shift
load from peak to off-peak.
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consumers to reduce consumption in times of tight supply. This is the approach taken today in such
programs as Power Smart in B.C. and Manitoba. 

Another form of non-price incentives was employed in California during the electricity crisis in the
western U.S. in 2000-2001, a period when wholesale prices in California rose above “capped” retail
prices. In one program, Pacific Gas & Electric compensated consumers who reduced consumption from
previous year levels. The payments were funded from the cost savings to the utility from not having to
purchase expensive power on the open market. The program was credited with making a significant
contribution to balancing electricity loads with resources as the western power crisis dissipated. 

The advent of competitive power markets has introduced DR programs. Such programs allow
consumers to reduce consumption at higher price levels during peak periods by having rates set on a
real-time basis, i.e., time-of-use rates. DR programs complement more traditional mechanisms such
as the interruptible contracts available to large consumers. In an interruptible contract, the utility may
curtail service during periods of tight supply; however, it charges lower rates than for firm service,
reflecting the risk of curtailment. 

DR benefits larger consumers who have the capability to shift demand to off-peak periods and who
have the necessary metering equipment. Ontario, for example, has two programs administered by the
Independent Electricity Market Operator (IMO) that provide incentives to reduce demand during
peak periods: the dispatchable load program, which allows consumers to reduce consumption when
prices reach a certain level; and the Hour Ahead Dispatchable Load program, which enables
wholesalers to address differences in planned versus actual consumption and then respond to
instructions from the IMO. Other mechanisms to increase demand response in Ontario are under
review.11 Currently, DR programs have less direct potential for smaller consumers due to the
availability and cost of time-of-use metering.

The reliability benefits of DR programs are complemented by price benefits. In competitive
wholesale markets such as in Ontario and Alberta, wholesale prices in peak periods are set by the
most expensive generation sources. Thus, it is possible that a relatively small reduction in demand can
result in a large price reduction. Moreover, due to the price setting mechanism in the competitive
market, the price reduction applies to total demand; therefore, even consumers who cannot reduce
consumption may benefit from lower prices. This concept is illustrated in Figure 2.2.

2.4 Who is Responsible for Ensuring Reliability?

The electric industry, the provincial and territorial governments and their regulators, and the federal
government have responsibilities to ensure electric reliability in Canada. An overview of these
responsibilities follows. Chapter 3 provides a description of how responsibility is shared in each
province and territory. 

2.4.1 The Electric Industry 

Traditionally, vertically-integrated utilities, which provide generation, transmission and distribution,
have had total responsibility for ensuring power is delivered to consumers under specific terms and
conditions (Figure 2.3). This “obligation to serve” was required in return for the utility being granted a
monopoly franchise, subject to provincial or territorial regulation. During the last decade, a number of
provinces have restructured so that separate entities are now responsible for providing these functions.

7

11 Tough Choices: Addressing Ontario’s Power Needs, Electricity Conservation and Supply Task Force, January 2004, pp. 36, 37.
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In provinces such as Ontario and Alberta, investors make decisions about when and where to build
generation, and generators make offers to sell power into the market. A market operator ensures
supply and demand are balanced in real time and the price of power is determined in a competitive
wholesale market. An independent transmission operator is responsible for offering fair and open
access to parties interested in using the transmission network. Local distribution companies (LDCs)
are responsible for power distribution. Each of these parties has a different role to play in ensuring
reliable power supply. 

Most electricity service providers, whether they are vertically-integrated utilities or LDCs have a
mandate to provide reliable electricity at the lowest practical cost. For bulk power systems, this

8
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Impact of Reduction in Peak Electricity Demand

Source: NEB.

Impact of Demand Response
Programs

The effects of DR programs are shown in
this diagram, which provides a simple
representation of price determination in a
competitive bulk power market. The
“stepped” supply curve, rising to the right,
illustrates how higher-cost blocks of power
are offered into the market at higher
demand levels. The reduction in demand,
from d1 to d2, enables demand to be met
with lower cost supply. Consumers, such
as large industrial consumers, benefit by
shifting consumption to a period of much
lower prices, say in the evening or
overnight. Consumers who are unable to
reduce demand, such as residential
consumers, may also benefit, as illustrated
by the price reduction from p1 to p2 and
the total cost saving represented by the
shaded area.
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requires planning for adequacy of supply in generation
and transmission and then ensuring reliability in the
operation of the system. 

North American Electric Reliability Council (NERC)

For interconnected bulk power systems, NERC has
made a key contribution to the development of
industry reliability policies and standards.

NERC was formed in 1968 following the power
blackout in Ontario and the U.S. Northeast in 1965. It
is an industry organization that draws upon the
technical expertise of its members NERC has ten
regional councils, comprising about 140 control areas
in Canada, the U.S. and the northern Baja region of
Mexico.12 Most Canadian electric utilities/system
operators that have interconnections with other
regions are members of NERC’s regional councils.

NERC’s stated mission “is to ensure that the bulk
electric system in North America is reliable, adequate
and secure.” Toward that end, the organization
develops planning standards and operating policies,
which are the main methods it employs to achieve
reliability. However, the standards and policies are
voluntary, and are enforced by peer pressure. 

NERC sets overall standards as a minimum, and its
regional councils customize these to their unique
circumstances, including local regulatory
requirements. NERC also monitors and reports on
“disturbances” on transmission interconnections, so
that the knowledge and learning gained from such
incidents can be shared with all NERC participants.

Planning standards address the longer term adequacy
of generation and transmission infrastructure. NERC
has adopted an industry planning standard for
generation reserve margins based on a loss of load
duration, on a probabilistic basis, of one day every
10 years. This typically results in capacity reserve
margins in the range of 15-20 percent, depending on
the region. A basic planning criterion for
interconnected systems is the “n-1” criterion, which
means that a transmission system is designed so that it
can maintain service after the loss of the most critical

9

12 A control area is under the direction of one entity responsible for maintaining the balance between generation and load (demand)
requirements, including coordination with adjacent control areas. There are currently 16 “reliability coordinators” responsible for 

ensuring this occurs.

Operating Reliability

In addition to ensuring that adequate
infrastructure is constructed and
maintained, reliability depends on the
essential activities of system operators
and planners.  Key activities include:

• observe and monitor the network to
ensure power conditions, i.e.,
frequency, voltage, and power
flows are correct;

• analyze and model the system to
help plan operations and control
uncertainties;

• communicate and coordinate with
system controllers in other areas to
maintain the integrity of the
interconnected grid;

• take control actions, such as
changing generation output,
transmission switching, load
shedding, to maintain operations
within acceptable limits;

• monitor and enforce compliance to
ensure all participants meet
reliability requirements;

• make necessary improvements and
additions to improve reliability and
relieve constraints;

• ensure that market signals and
incentives promote reliability-
enhancing behaviour; and

• take appropriate actions to protect
critical facilities, such as nuclear
powerplants. 

To successfully achieve many of the
above activities requires that operators
and planners have in-depth, ongoing
training and sophisticated tools to deal
with the complexity involved in operating
electric grids.

Source: Maintaining Reliability in a Competitive
U.S. Electricity Industry, Final Report of
the Task Force on Electric System
Reliability, September 29, 1998.
Secretary of Energy Advisory Board,
U.S. Department of Energy.
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unit in its infrastructure, such as a major generation facility or a major transmission line, without
having to shed (or reduce) load.

Operating policies govern the real time operation of the grid and near term planning, and establish
criteria for such functions as generation control and performance; system coordination; emergency
operations, system maintenance, and training and certification of operating personnel.

2.4.2 The Provinces and Territories 

Canada’s electricity industry has evolved along provincial lines. Thus, the provinces and territories
and their respective regulatory agencies have most of the regulatory oversight for reliability, although
the extent of regulation and the mechanisms vary. 

Most provinces have utilized NERC standards, either through the utilities under provincial regulation or
in provincial legislation. Ontario, for example, has legislation making these requirements mandatory and
empowers the IMO, with regulatory oversight by the Ontario Energy Board (OEB), to levy financial
penalties for non-compliance with standards. Some provinces have their own specific standards, especially
as they pertain to distribution systems. The Territories have no interconnections and few transmission
lines. Thus, reliability problems tend to stem more from the reliance on single generation sources. 

Under direction from the Council of Energy Ministers, federal, provincial, and territorial officials
have been working cooperatively over the past several years on reliability and transmission issues. In
August 2003, they prepared a report that examined a number of transmission investment
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NERC Regions

Source: NERC.
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opportunities in Canada, either to address transmission constraints or to support generation projects.
The report concluded that the two most important barriers to transmission investment were project
economics and market uncertainties, and that economic regulation was the third most important
barrier. The report also concluded that new technologies, while they could diminish the need for new
transmission investment, cannot be relied on to reduce transmission constraints.13

2.4.3 The Federal Government

The federal government is involved in electricity policy development in regard to interprovincial and
international trade, including policies pertaining to electric reliability. The two main departments are
Natural Resources Canada and the Department of Foreign Affairs and International Trade. 

The NEB exercises the federal regulatory mandate with respect to the construction and operation of
international power lines (IPLs) and electricity exports.14 The NEB takes into account reliability when
considering authorizations of power line and export applications.15 It requires the applicant to provide
information on the impacts of the operation of the proposed IPL on the power systems in other
provinces, i.e., other than those provinces through which the line passes. Similar considerations apply
in the authorization of exports.16

As part of its market monitoring function the NEB, in its long-term assessment of Canada’s future
energy supply and demand, includes a resource/load balance for the Canadian electricity sector. This
analysis is undertaken in a total energy framework with input from industry experts and the public.
The NEB’s assessment of adequacy is from the standpoint of market monitoring, as it has no
regulatory authority on that matter.

2.5 Mandatory Reliability Standards 

The circumstances brought about by restructuring have been a driving force behind efforts to develop
a system of mandatory reliability standards, which would be monitored and enforced through a
compliance program with financial penalties. The Canadian Electricity Association, which represents
Canada’s electricity industry, supports mandatory standards. Additionally, some provinces have
legislative and regulatory initiatives, in place now or planned, to support mandatory standards.

In the U.S., a proposal by NERC for mandatory standards includes regulatory oversight by the U.S.
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The FERC is an independent agency within the
U.S. Department of Energy that, among other responsibilities, regulates the transmission and
wholesale sales of electricity in interstate commerce. The Energy Bill currently before the U.S.
Congress also supports the development of mandatory standards, with the standards being developed
by an Electric Reliability Organization (ERO). After the Energy Bill is passed, organizations may
make submissions to the FERC for certification as the ERO, and the FERC will certify one
organization.17

11

13 Regional Electricity Transmission Grid Study, Navigant Consulting,  2003.

14 The NEB Act also provides for the federal government to designate specific interprovincial power lines to be regulated by the
NEB, but this provision has not been used.

15 Exports refer to exports across the international border.

16 These requirements are specified in the NEB Act and its Electricity Regulations.

17 Refer to H.R. 76, Electricity title. 
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The basic characteristics and functions of an ERO are:

• independent from market players;

• regulatory oversight by the FERC in the U.S.;

• to propose standards, which are approved by the FERC; and 

• to enforce standards and levy fines for non-compliance, subject to FERC approval.

The Energy Bill calls for coordination with Canada and Mexico: “The President is urged to negotiate
international agreements with the governments of Canada and Mexico to provide for effective
compliance with reliability standards and the effectiveness of the ERO in the United States and
Canada or Mexico.”

The number one recommendation of the U.S.-Canada Power System Outage Task Force is that
legislation should be enacted to make reliability standards mandatory and enforceable with penalties
for non-compliance. The Task Force emphasizes the need for the ERO to be independent from
market participants in setting and enforcing standards and in funding the operations of the
organization. In contrast to the current arrangements where funding is provided by NERC members
to NERC through the regional councils, the funding of the ERO would be provided from a regulated
surcharge on transmission rates. 

It is not currently known whether NERC (in a modified form) or another organization will constitute
the ERO. Any organization may submit an application to FERC for certification. At the time of the
writing of this report, the Energy Bill is still awaiting Congressional approval. In the interim,
Congress has allocated additional funds to both the Department of Energy and FERC for reliability
initiatives, and FERC has issued a policy statement, consistent with its existing authority, addressing
the modification of NERC’s reliability standards, compliance with standards and the recovery of
reliability costs. The NERC Board of Trustees has also undertaken “to work closely with FERC and
other applicable federal, state, and provincial regulatory authorities in the United States, Canada and
Mexico to ensure that the public interest is met with respect to compliance with reliability
standards.”18 This would include efforts toward improved compliance with NERC reliability standards
and adopting the recommendations of the NERC Steering Group that investigated the
14 August 2003 blackout. 

2.6 Summary

Electric reliability means that electric service will be delivered to consumers with a high degree of
assurance. There are two basic aspects to electric reliability: planning for adequacy of generation and
transmission infrastructure; and operational reliability, to ensure the system can withstand
disturbances. The electric industry has developed numerous ways to measure reliability performance.
Blackouts resulting from bulk system disruptions occur occasionally; most service disruptions to final
consumers are the result of service disruptions at the distribution level. However, when disruptions on
the bulk system do occur, they can have significant and widespread impacts. 

System reliability can be enhanced through investment, technology and trade. In addition, there is
now an increased interest in enhancing reliability from the demand side, for example, through
development of demand response programs. In order for these programs to produce the intended
effects, consumers must be exposed to the time-sensitive prices of electricity as an incentive to reduce
consumption in periods of peak demand.

12

18 NERC Board of Trustees, 10 February 2004.
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The electric industry, the provincial and territorial governments and their respective regulators, and
the federal government have responsibilities to ensure reliability in Canada. Efforts by various parties
are underway to develop a system of mandatory, enforceable reliability standards for the North
American electric industry.

13
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PROVINCIAL FRAMEWORKS

3.1 British Columbia

In November 2002, the Government of B.C. developed a long-term energy policy entitled Energy for
our Future: A Plan for B.C. (Energy Plan). The Energy Plan’s objectives are: to maintain low
electricity rates and maintain public ownership of BC Hydro’s core assets; have a secure, reliable
energy supply; stimulate private investment; and have environmentally responsible energy
development. A key element of the Energy Plan is the establishment of a heritage contract that locks
in the value of existing low-cost generation and associated trade benefits for BC Hydro ratepayers. To
position the electricity market for change, BC Hydro was unbundled into separate lines of business
for generation and distribution and the transmission business was formed into an independent,
Crown corporation called the British Columbia Transmission Corporation (BCTC). 

BC Hydro serves 80 percent of B.C.’s domestic load and set a peak demand record of 9 619 MW in
January 2004. Electric consumption is comprised of the industrial sector at 39 percent, the residential
sector at 32 percent and the commercial sector at 29 percent. The next largest utility, Aquila
Networks Canada (Aquila) has a current peak demand of 718 MW. The remainder of domestic
demand is largely served by a number of municipal utilities and by industrial self-generation. 

B.C. currently has
approximately 14 000 MW of
generation of which BC
Hydro owns 11 000 MW. The
remainder is owned by Aquila,
industrial generators and
independent power producers.
The provincial generation mix
is 85 percent hydraulic with
most of the remaining
15 percent thermal. Hydraulic
resources are concentrated on
the Peace River and Columbia
River systems.

B.C.’s transmission grid
consists of: BC Hydro’s
18 000 km of power lines and
287 substations; Aquila’s
1 700 km of power lines and
ten substations; and the
transmission systems of Alcan
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Inc. and Teck Cominco Limited. For reliability planning and operation, BCTC and Aquila are
members of the Western Electricity Coordinating Council (WECC)19. B.C. is connected to Alberta
by two 138 kV lines and one 500 kV line and to the U.S. by two 230 kV and two 500 kV lines. The
capacity for the Alberta interconnection is 1 200 MW of export and 1 000 MW of import. The
capacity for the U.S. interconnection is 3 150 MW of export and 2 000 MW of import. However, the
actual transfer capabilities of the interconnections are dependent on load levels, generation patterns
and transmission elements in service. 

3.1.1 Reliability Framework

It is expected the Energy Plan will be fully implemented in 2004/2005. The B.C. Ministry of Energy
and Mines (Ministry) has undertaken amendments to relevant legislation to put in place the necessary
legal infrastructure, including the Utilities Commission Act, the BC Hydro and Power Authority Act, and
the Energy Efficiency Act. In addition, the BC Hydro Public Power Legacy and Heritage Contract Act and
the Transmission Corporation Act have been created to effect the required changes. With respect to
regional electric reliability activities, the Ministry participates in the Committee on Regional Electric
Power Cooperation20 and as Class Five21 members on the WECC.

British Columbia Utilities Commission (BCUC)

The BCUC ensures that utility rates are fair, just and reasonable and that utility operations are safe,
adequate and secure. Utilities are required to provide the BCUC with long-term resource plans
addressing adequacy and reliability of supply, among other objectives. The BCUC oversees
independent generators through review of power purchase contracts with regulated utilities. It also

15

19 WECC is a regional council of NERC that is comprised of Alberta, B.C., all or portions of 14 U.S. states and the northern part of 
the Baja California Norte, Mexico.

20 The Committee on Regional Electric Power Cooperation is a sub-committee of the Western Governors’ Association that focuses
on electricity issues including reliability.

21 Class Five includes representatives from provinces and states that have policy or regulatory roles.
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has authority to set standards, including reliability standards, for any regulated utility. Through recent
decisions, the BCUC has supported the use of WECC/NERC planning and operating standards for
B.C.’s transmission systems. It monitors reliability performance through complaint investigations,
utility status reports and WECC compliance reports. Aquila is regulated using a performance-based
ratemaking system which includes assessment of reliability targets that are set and reviewed annually.
There is interest in moving in the same direction with BC Hydro. 

BC Transmission Corporation

BCTC is responsible for transmission system planning, operating and managing approximately
90 percent of the provincial grid. Since BC Hydro retains ownership of the facilities, there are formal
agreements between BCTC and BC Hydro governing the relationship. 

BCTC’s objectives are to provide open access to transmission, to promote the development of
efficient electricity markets in B.C. and to effectively participate in wider regional markets. For
long-term planning, BCTC works with BC Hydro and others to determine whether system
enhancements are required in order to meet forecasted needs. 

From the standpoint of operating reliability, functions include reserve management, voltage control
and outage planning and coordination. As a reliability authority, BCTC sets targets for system
performance, including the supply system component of SAIFI and SAIDI and an asset health risk
index. 

The provincial transmission grid in B.C. is considered a control area within WECC. As such, BCTC
plans and operates the system in compliance with WECC reliability standards and operating criteria.
BCTC also belongs to the WECC Reliability Management System.22 This program requires
signatories to observe certain operating reliability criteria and contains sanctions for
non-performance, such as financial penalties. In addition, BCTC is a member of the Northwest
Power Pool,23 which coordinates regional contingency reserve sharing. Because of its
interconnections, BCTC can reduce its capacity reserves24 by up to 400 MW. 

BC Hydro

The role of BC Hydro Generation is mainly to operate, maintain and upgrade existing facilities. To
maintain and improve the condition of generation assets, BC Hydro plans to invest one percent of
total system replacement costs annually for the next ten years. 

BC Hydro Distribution is responsible for acquiring supply, on a least-cost basis, to meet domestic
demand along with operating, maintaining and upgrading its distribution system. Along with other
distribution utilities, BC Hydro must submit an Integrated Electricity Plan (IEP) to BCUC
identifying how it intends to meet future demand. The IEP contains a supply/demand outlook,
resource options and an action plan that includes the consideration of both generation and
transmission solutions to ensure that the most economic resources are available to meet forecasted
demands. 
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22 The Reliability Management System was implemented in 1999 as a voluntary program of WECC.

23 The Northwest Power Pool is a voluntary organization promoting cooperation among its members to achieve reliable operation of
the interconnected electric power system and coordinate system and transmission planning.

24 Capacity reserves are required to allow a system to withstand temporary outages of generating units. In B.C., capacity reserves of
approximately 14 percent of dependable supply capacity are maintained.
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Independent Power Producers

Most independent power producers supply electricity to BC Hydro exclusively through power
purchase contracts. To encourage reliable generation, some contracts have explicit expectations of
capacity and energy delivery. For example, the current call for tenders of new generation proposals
for Vancouver Island capacity require 97 percent availability during the winter months, and includes
financial penalties for poor performance. 

Large Consumers

BC Hydro offers a load curtailment service that allows industrial customers to reduce their energy
costs through load-shifting activities while allowing BC Hydro to curtail specified loads when needed.
Additionally, BC Hydro is required by the Energy Plan to introduce “stepped rates” where escalating
rate tiers will result in large industrial customers paying higher rates as consumption levels increase.
Such a rate structure should send price signals that could reduce demand over the longer term.

3.1.2 Reliability Issues

Generation Adequacy

Energy planning ensures that sufficient generation resources are available to satisfy annual energy
requirements. Capacity planning ensures that sufficient generation capacity is available to serve the
annual peak demand and avoid loss of firm load after contingencies. Depending on a number of
factors, both energy and capacity shortfalls are forecasted to occur during the period 2006 to 2013.
An additional planning consideration is the Government’s direction that distributors, including BC
Hydro, pursue a voluntary goal of acquiring 50 percent of new supply from “clean”25 electricity
sources over the next ten years. Another balancing option is B.C.’s interconnections. These allow the
use of imports which, at times, are more economic than drawing down reservoir levels or increasing
thermal generation. 

BC Hydro is currently addressing growing demand through the following initiatives: the Power
Smart program (demand-side management); the Resource Smart program (existing generation
restoration); requests for new generation projects involving green energy or customer-based
generation; and new capacity on Vancouver Island. Additionally, until 2007, imports will be
considered an important element of economically accomplishing the system’s energy balance. In a
recent filing of its IEP, BC Hydro states that it intends to undertake a review to determine optimum
timing for possible new capacity additions at the Revelstoke and Mica hydro facilities. 

In accordance with the Energy Plan, BC Hydro will purchase electricity from the private sector,
which is expected to provide new generation resources. It is likely that independent power producers
will build generation if profitable long-term purchase agreements can be made. The multitude of
objectives and stakeholders in BC Hydro’s resource acquisition process could impact the ability to
schedule new generation most effectively. As such, depending on the timing, BC Hydro may be
forced to rely on imports for a time, which could be more costly than domestic production.

Although most energy or capacity shortages can be reliably dealt with through imported supply, some
locations, such as in the case of Vancouver Island, are subject to facility limitations. A Vancouver
Island capacity shortfall is expected as early as 2007/2008 due to growing demand and the expected
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25 Clean energy sources include: wind, solar, tidal, wave, geothermal, fuel cells, micro-hydro, co-generation and fuels that are not 
fossil-based (e.g., hydrogen).
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retirement of a high voltage DC transmission line from the mainland. BC Hydro is currently
considering its options for increasing Vancouver Island capacity. However, until capacity is increased,
electric reliability on Vancouver Island may be compromised if contingencies occur that limit the
ability to transport power from the mainland. As contingency options, a new 230 kV AC submarine
transmission line as well as a life extension of the high voltage DC transmission line are under
consideration.

Transmission

BCTC faces system reliability challenges consistent with the nature and age of the transmission
system. Increased trade volumes and issues arising from wholesale market complexity require
interconnections to function at the highest level possible. Given load growth requirements, and to
avoid transmission becoming a bottleneck to new generation development, a pre-build approach to
new facilities is being considered. Additionally, there will be efforts to ensure system adequacy for the
2010 winter Olympics.

A benefit of having a flexible hydraulic system is the ability to engage in trade by importing electricity
when prices are low and exporting electricity when prices are high. Beyond the economic benefits,
access to imports is essential when contingencies impacting system stability and reliability occur. To
maintain interconnection benefits, B.C. must remain attuned to maintaining the integrity of the
regional transmission grid and to evolving U.S. wholesale electricity market rules. 

WECC currently provides a basis for planning and reliable operation of the interconnected regional
grid. Efforts to form a new regional transmission organization called RTO West are underway by
several western utilities, including BCTC. A key consideration in determining B.C.’s participation in
the RTO is the maintenance of provincial sovereignty, and legal and operational jurisdiction. If RTO
West becomes operational, and Government of B.C. decides to participate, BCTC would work with
RTO West to ensure the seamless coordination of imports and exports along with joint planning of
upgrades. BCUC would continue to have regulatory oversight over BCTC’s activities including the
conditions of joining the RTO. 

3.1.3 Summary

The Government of B.C. has implemented a new Energy Plan and electricity market structure which
includes the unbundling of the transmission business from BC Hydro. While the Government and
the BCUC will provide direction and oversight respectively, BCTC will plan, operate and manage the
transmission grid to ensure reliability among other objectives. Along with maintaining existing
heritage generation assets, BC Hydro will be responsible for resource acquisition to meet demand
growth. According to the Energy Plan, the private sector will be responsible for supplying new
generation resources for future needs. BC Hydro is completing an IEP to identify its approach to
meeting future supply requirements. BCTC is dealing with issues of optimizing interconnections,
aging facilities and effective participation in regional trade organizations.

3.2 Yukon, Northwest Territories and Nunavut 

The territories cover 40 percent of the Canadian land mass. However, with a population of about
102 000 - of which 31 000 reside in the Yukon, 42 000 in the Northwest Territories (NWT) and
29 000 in Nunavut - there is a very low population density. Therefore, apart from the transmission
systems that serve more concentrated loads in the Yukon and NWT, there are many isolated
communities that rely on diesel-fired generation plants and local distribution networks. 
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3.2.1 Yukon Territory 

In 2002 generation in the Yukon was 313 GW.h, of which 88 percent originated from hydro sources
and the remainder from diesel-fired generation units. Installed generation capacity was about 130 MW,
of which hydro accounted for 75 MW and diesel 55 MW; wind capacity was less than one MW. 

Yukon Energy Corporation (YEC), a subsidiary of the Crown-owned Yukon Development
Corporation, is the dominant power generator with almost 90 percent of capacity, including all the
hydro facilities. It also owns and operates two separate transmission systems that serve loads in the
vicinity of Whitehorse-Aishinik-Faro and Dawson City-Mayo. The remaining generation capacity, in
smaller communities, is owned and operated by Yukon Electric Company Limited (YECL), a
subsidiary of ATCO Electric. Outside the Dawson City area, YECL handles most of the distribution
in the Yukon and in some places distributes power as a wholesale customer of YEC.

Electricity generation and distribution are subject to oversight by the Yukon Utilities Board under the
Public Utilities Act of the Yukon. Under this Act, companies are required to file with the Utilities Board
quarterly and annual reliability performance reports pertaining to the frequency and duration of
customer power outages. In addition to monitoring reliability performance, this information is used
internally for benchmarking with other utilities.

Cost savings and some improvement in reliability have been achieved by the recent completion of the
Mayo-Dawson City transmission line. Current reliability issues stem from having to respond to
outage situations in isolated communities, and the cost of replacing aging diesel units.

3.2.2 Northwest Territories (NWT)

In 2002 electricity generation in the NWT was 552 GW.h, of which about 57 percent was produced
by utility operations and the remainder from mining and oil and gas operations, the latter either for
direct use in these industries or sales to others. Fifty-one percent of total generation originated from
hydro sources, 29 percent from diesel-fired units and 20 percent from natural gas-fired units.

The Northwest Territories Power Corporation (NTPC), a Crown corporation of the Government of
the Northwest Territories, is the main producer of electric power in the NWT. Power is produced
from 27 systems including six hydro facilities and two separate transmission systems located near
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Hay River and Yellowknife. Power is produced from natural gas-fired facilities in Inuvik and Norman
Wells and diesel-fired facilities in other communities. Power distribution is handled by two separate
distribution companies (subsidiaries of ATCO Electric) in the Hay River and Yellowknife areas and
four other isolated communities. NTPC looks after distribution in the remainder of the territory.

Under the Northwest Territories Power Corporation Act it is the responsibility of the NTPC to generate,
transmit and distribute power in the territory “on a safe, economic, efficient and reliable basis.”26 The
NTPC is regulated by the Public Utilities Board of the NWT and is required to file information on
reliability performance, specifically on customer outage information. 

In remote communities, a reserve margin of 5-10 percent is required to account for normal demand
variations. Additionally, a reserve margin large enough to compensate for the loss of the largest
generating unit during the system peak must be available. Apart from the ongoing challenge of
ensuring reliable service to remote communities, an important issue is the accommodation of
potential demand growth that would result from the construction of a natural gas pipeline down the
Mackenzie Valley corridor. 

3.2.3 Nunavut 

In 1999, Nunavut was created by the division of the Northwest Territories into two territories. In
April 2001, Nunavut Power Corporation (NPC) assumed the eastern operations of NTPC, after the
two territorial governments agreed to divide the assets and liabilities of NTPC and establish two new
corporate entities. Since then, NPC has become a subsidiary of Qulliq Energy Corporation, a
territorial Crown corporation with headquarters in Iqaluit. 

NPC provides electricity for 25 communities, either on the coast or with near access to the coast.
Power is produced by diesel-fired facilities, which require that fuel be supplied by coastal shipping.
The operations of the NPC come under the Qulliq Energy Corporation Act and applications for capital
expenditures and rate review are subject to the advice of the Utility Rates Review Council.

Reliability issues stem from the lack of a road network, which makes it difficult to respond to supply
contingencies, i.e., in those cases where back-up generation is not available or requires access for
activation. Ensuring adequacy of supply is an ongoing concern due to the recent and expected high
rate of population growth, with the attendant impact on growth in electricity demand.

3.2.4 Summary

The territories have no interconnections with each other, and they do not have any interconnections
with the provinces or the U.S. Thus the entities engaged in power production and transmission are
not members of the North American Electric Reliability Council. A unique aspect of ensuring
reliability is the relatively high portion of load served in isolated communities, which rely on single
sources of supply.
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3.3 Alberta

The electricity industry is in a state of evolution
as the Government of Alberta continues its
efforts to restructure by introducing competition
in the generation and retail sectors while keeping
the transmission and distribution sectors
regulated monopolies. Currently, the wholesale
electricity market is competitive while the retail
sector should be fully restructured by 2006. 

Electric load growth has been strong for the past
several years reflecting Alberta’s economy. A peak
demand record was set in the winter of
2003/2004 at 8 967 MW. Electric consumption is
led by the industrial sector at 59 percent, the
commercial sector at 23 percent, and the
residential and farm sectors at 18 percent. Based
on a forecasted average annual increase of two
percent, peak demand could be as high as
11 506 MW by 2013. 

Alberta has nearly 11 194 MW27 of installed
generation capacity. The approximate generation
fuel mix is 49 percent coal, 38 percent gas, eight
percent hydraulic and five percent “other.” Since
1998, 2 918 MW of new generation has been commissioned, almost all of which is gas-fired. Of the
total generation capacity, 68 percent is owned by formerly regulated utilities while the remaining
32 percent is owned by the industrial sector and independent power producers. Future generation
projects are focused on three regions: co-generation near Fort McMurray, coal near Lake Wabumun
and wind in southern Alberta. 

The transmission system consists of 22 322 km of power lines and 510 substations. In general,
northern Alberta is rich in generation while the south has a generation deficit, requiring a transfer of
energy from north to south. The Alberta transmission system is part of the Western Interconnection
and for reliability planning and operations is a member of the WECC. Alberta is connected to the
rest of the Western Interconnection through B.C. and to the Eastern Interconnection through
Saskatchewan. The interconnection with B.C. consists of one 500 kV line and two 138 kV lines with
a capacity of 1 200 MW for imports and 1 000 MW for exports. However, the available transfer
capability (ATC) ranges from zero to 715 MW for imports and from zero to 700 MW for exports
based on system load and operating conditions, including any congestion on the Edmonton to
Calgary corridor. The Saskatchewan interconnection consists of a 230 kV transmission line with a
150 MW DC link. The ATC for the Saskatchewan interconnection varies between zero and 150 MW
based on load and operating conditions. 

3.3.1 Reliability Framework

The Government of Alberta, the Alberta Electric System Operator (AESO) and the Alberta Energy
and Utilities Board (EUB), fulfill key roles in providing direction, transmission grid management and
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industry oversight respectively for the wholesale marketplace. The owners of generation, transmission
and distribution complete the essential tasks of operating, maintaining and upgrading facilities to
ensure safe and reliable operations. 

The Electric Utilities Act establishes the broad framework for the electric industry. Key aspects related
to reliability functions are identified for the AESO, the EUB and facility owners. The Government,
specifically Alberta Energy, is responsible for providing a market framework that ensures Albertans
receive long-term reliable supplies of competitively priced electricity. Accordingly, Alberta Energy
determines the overall policies and direction with corresponding adjustments to legislation, such as
the amendment, in 2003, to the Electric Utilities Act to clarify and enhance the roles of industry bodies
that support a competitive marketplace. In December 2003, a Transmission Development Policy
(Transmission Policy) was put in place to promote sustainable transmission development, with new
regulations expected in 2004. Alberta Energy will continue to monitor developments in the electric
industry in conjunction with the AESO and EUB to determine if “course corrections” are required. 

Alberta Energy and Utilities Board

The EUB’s electricity mandate is two-fold: to ensure the safe, responsible and efficient development
of generation and transmission facilities; and to ensure distribution utilities and the AESO provide
safe and reliable service at just and reasonable rates. The EUB considers generation and transmission
development proposals through a public hearing process and provides a decision approving,
modifying or rejecting the proposal. Reliability performance measures and reporting requirements
have been established for distribution companies while generation and transmission companies are
required to report any major outages. Finally, in response to public complaints, the EUB may review
the operating practices and procedures of the regulated transmission and distribution companies to
ensure compliance with appropriate reliability approaches. 

Alberta Electric System Operator

The AESO is responsible for transmission system control, planning, system access, power pool
operations and load settlement. The AESO has distinct duties and responsibilities that address system
reliability. The AESO conducts long-term system planning to forecast the needs of market
participants, and to develop transmission plans that enable efficient, reliable and non-discriminatory
system access and provide timely implementation of required system expansions and enhancements.
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From an operational reliability standpoint, the AESO’s short-term system operation and control
function incorporates a number of activities such as operating reserve procurement and management,
voltage control and outage planning and scheduling. In carrying out its reliability functions, the
AESO works with generation, transmission and distribution owners on matters such as
interconnection operations, maintenance programs and/or schedules, and potential upgrades
(e.g., new substations) to the transmission system.

Alberta is considered a control area within WECC. Several members of the WECC, including the
AESO, belong to the Northwest Power Pool, which coordinates regional contingency reserve
sharing. Furthermore, Alberta is a signatory to the WECC Reliability Management System
Agreement, which requires compliance with reliability standards and contains sanctions for
non-compliance. The AESO’s current planning criteria align with WECC’s standards for guidance
while considering provincial needs.

Facility Owners 

Generation, transmission and distribution owners are responsible for completing the essential tasks of
operating, maintaining and upgrading facilities to ensure safe and reliable operations. To encourage
reliable generation, contractual obligations in electricity purchase agreements are likely to contain
delivery expectations along with identified penalties for non-performance. The Electric Utilities Act
also requires transmission and distribution owners to ensure the safe, reliable and economic delivery
of electricity. 

Large Consumers

There are no formal provincial programs for shaping electrical loads to assist in system reliability
efforts. However, because a market price signal exists, some large consumers reduce power
consumption (generally up to 300 MW) when prices become sufficiently high. Because price spikes
generally occur when the supply/demand balance is tight, timely demand reductions can contribute to
the reliability of the overall system. 

Another method some consumers use to ensure electric reliability is to generate their own power.
Some industries, such as oil sands production, incur large costs if they experience service curtailments
or reductions in power quality. In several cases, companies have built co-generation facilities to
reduce the risk of relying exclusively on the provincial grid while concurrently benefiting from
increased revenues from the sale of excess electricity. 

3.3.2 Reliability Issues

Of the many challenges in the restructuring market, the most relevant to maintaining reliability in the
mid to long-term are transmission capacity and market sustainability. 

Transmission Capacity

In recent years, investment in transmission facilities has not kept pace with growing electricity
demand and generation investment. From 1985 to 2003, peak demand grew by approximately
4 000 MW; however there were no major upgrades made to the transmission system. Since 1998,
about 3 000 MW of new generation have been added with proposals for an additional 2 500 MW. As
a result of demand and generation growth, congestion has begun to occur in certain areas of the
transmission grid. Current and future transmission challenges include: capacity constraints in the
regions of Fort McMurray, northwestern Alberta and southwestern Alberta; transfer capability on the
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provincial interconnections; and capacity constraints from northern to southern Alberta. As early as
2005, the corridor between Edmonton and Calgary is expected to experience increasing congestion.
The AESO intends to implement interim measures to ease the transmission capacity constraints
affecting north to south power transfers to defer the need for new facilities to 2009.

In recent years, a number of regional upgrades to the Alberta grid have been completed. Preliminary
estimates indicate that $1.5 billion in additional transmission investments are required to meet the
goals set by the Transmission Policy. The Transmission Policy states that transmission should be
reinforced to the point where 95 percent of expected economic wholesale transactions can occur
without any congestion and that interconnections should be able to import and export power in
accordance with their design capability under normal conditions. 

Congestion and lack of capacity on the transmission system can act as a barrier to timely generation
development and can impact reliable system operations. While transmission upgrades are essential,
there are divergent views on the scale and timing of additional capacity requirements. Basic issues
revolve around the specific purpose, the amounts required and the costs. Detailed route
determinations and environmental assessments are additional considerations which take considerable
time. 

Long-Term Market Sustainability

Prior to restructuring, the method of stimulating generation investments was through a regulated rate
of return, which allowed an investor to build a facility with little risk of unprofitable operation. Now,
investors must forecast whether adequate revenues can be expected over the life of the facility to
recover costs and earn a return on investment. Many investors prefer to minimize risk through
long-term purchase contracts for electricity to provide predictable revenues. Nonetheless, in the
current Alberta marketplace, retailers and distribution companies have not generally been committing
to new long-term arrangements. One barrier to increasing long-term purchase contracts is the
significant credit requirement. Another barrier is that a number of power buyers already have
long-term power purchase arrangements in place. 

Lacking long-term purchase arrangements, investors become exposed to the risk of unpredictable
revenues. A prolonged period of high prices may be required to give them the confidence that new
generation will produce adequate returns. However, prolonged high price periods have severe
consequences on industrial, commercial and residential markets prompting public outcry with a
potential political response. Investors can become even more reluctant if government intervention
further decreases their ability to forecast the long-term sustainability of new generation.

A lack of investor confidence could lead to a prolonged generation shortage resulting in system
reliability being compromised. Although Alberta has numerous generation proposals for the
near term, new generation is required in the mid to long-term: to maintain appropriate reserve
margins; to replace aging and obsolete generation; and to meet growing demand. Because such a long
lead time is required to build new generation with supporting transmission infrastructure, this issue
requires resolution in the near term. Alberta Energy, the AESO and the Market Surveillance
Administrator28 are assessing the situation and will conduct policy discussions and development with
industry stakeholders during 2004. 
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3.3.3 Summary

Many organizations play a role in ensuring that electricity is reliably transported from generators to
consumers. The Government and the EUB provide direction and industry oversight respectively,
while the AESO is the transmission grid operator, system planner and reliability authority. In
addition, facility owners are responsible for the essential tasks of operating, maintaining and
upgrading their systems to ensure safe and reliable operations. 

In recent years, the electricity market has been characterized by steady load growth, dramatic
increases in generation investment and modest transmission investments. In response to growing
system congestion, a transmission policy has been put in place to encourage system development. In
order to continue to attract an appropriate level of generation investment, a means to address
long-term market predictability is under consideration.

3.4 Saskatchewan

Saskatchewan Power Corporation (SaskPower or the Corporation) is a Crown corporation owned by
the Province of Saskatchewan. SaskPower is the principal electricity supplier in Saskatchewan and a
vertically-integrated utility that provides generation, transmission, and distribution services. SaskPower
offers open access and has established an open access transmission tariff (OATT) so it complies with
FERC reciprocity requirements. This enables suppliers outside of Saskatchewan, municipal utilities in
Saskatoon and Swift Current, and independent power producers connected to the grid to access the
transmission system to transport electricity to wholesale customers within Saskatchewan or across the
province to other jurisdictions. Neither the Corporation nor the Province has plans to further
restructure the market. 

Approximately 17 percent of the
province’s energy needs are met by
electricity. The industrial sector
demands more than half of the
electricity generated in the province,
while the commercial and residential
sectors each use approximately
25 percent of the province’s electricity.
Saskatchewan’s peak electric demand in
2002 was 2 800 MW.

SaskPower operates 15 generating
facilities with an installed capacity of
approximately 3 000 MW. The system
includes four base-load thermal
stations, seven hydro stations, three
peaking stations, and a wind power
facility. Fossil generation supplies about
70 percent of the electricity produced
by SaskPower, with most of the
remainder coming from hydroelectric
power. SaskPower also obtains an
additional 500 MW of power from
joint ventures and long-term power
purchase agreements. 
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SaskPower manages 12 026 kilometres of transmission line (i.e., 72 kV or higher). Saskatchewan is
asynchronously connected to Alberta by a 230 kV direct current line with a design transfer capability
of 150 MW. A 110 kV double circuit line and three 230 kV lines connect to Manitoba. The total
transfer capability is 550 MW from Saskatchewan to Manitoba and 525 MW from Manitoba to
Saskatchewan. One 230 kV line connects to North Dakota with a capability of 165 MW from North
Dakota to Saskatchewan and 215 MW from Saskatchewan to North Dakota. The capabilities from
Manitoba and North Dakota are interdependent, and cannot be fully used simultaneously.
Saskatchewan is at the tail end of the Mid-Continent Area Power Pool (MAPP) region (which
includes Manitoba to the east and several states to the south) so it is not greatly impacted by
disturbances in the MAPP region. 

3.4.1 Reliability Framework

Saskatchewan does not have a provincial regulator to oversee the utility’s operations. However,
SaskPower is governed by the Power Corporation Act and is subject to the provisions of the Crown
Corporations Act. This Act gives to the Crown Investments Corporation (CIC) broad powers to set the
direction of SaskPower.  The Power Corporation Act authorizes the Corporation to implement
appropriate standards, rules or guidelines with respect to the operation, planning, and design of its
generation or transmission facilities within an integrated regional power grid. The Corporation is also
empowered to acquire and maintain membership in an integrated regional power organization. 

Where required by legislative policy directive, SaskPower submits performance management and
investment decisions for review and approval by the CIC and the provincial Cabinet. Regulatory
oversight is governed by two bodies: the Saskatchewan Rate Review Panel provides an independent
review and recommendation on bundled electricity rates (which are approved by Cabinet); and an
OATT customer dialogue group deals with issues associated with transmission rates and tariffs. This
group of stakeholders includes Saskatchewan Industry and Resources, members of industry, and
groups that could choose an alternate supplier (although none have actually chosen an alternate
supplier). According to a new governance structure that was announced in September 2003, the
Corporation reports to a Minister specifically responsible for SaskPower, rather than the Minister
responsible for the CIC. An independent Board of Directors continues to provide transparency and
oversight for the Corporation.

SaskPower sets its reliability standards internally and reports annually to MAPP regarding the NERC
compliance program. SaskPower follows industry practice when determining its level of generation
reserves, and informally participates in MAPP, currently on a voluntary basis. SaskPower has decided
to formally adopt NERC standards and participate in transmission reliability bodies. Reliability
measures are reported in the SaskPower Balanced Scorecard section of its Annual Report. 

SaskPower is responsible for all aspects of reliability for the integrated system. It undertakes long-
term planning and produces 10-year forecasts for generation and transmission adequacy. SaskPower
has an ongoing process to upgrade its control centre, its software, and the technologies used to
control generation and the entire interconnected system. Reliability of day-to-day operations is
promoted through training and adherence to established standards, and the corporation has detailed
response plans to deal with major system disturbances.

3.4.2 Reliability Issues

When planning its system to ensure future energy needs would be met, SaskPower had the option of
installing generation and/or building up transmission networks that would enable trade. Saskatchewan
installed additional generating capacity so the province now has an abundance of available power. 
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Although power is abundant, SaskPower experiences occasional problems with generation sources.
While sufficient generation reserves are established to ensure a high degree of reliability,
Saskatchewan benefits from interties which enhance reliability and allow economic trade. Since
SaskPower is part of an interconnected network, it is able to rely on the larger system to provide
adequate power for some of its needs. As a result, customers are largely unaffected by potential
disruptions. This makes it beneficial for Saskatchewan to continue to be part of the larger
interconnected power grid.

Saskatchewan also benefits from seasonal trade and has excess power available for export. To maintain
its ability to trade in the U.S., SaskPower has complied with FERC requirements for open access.
Regional Transmission Organizations (RTOs), such as the Midwest Independent Transmission
System Operator, Inc. (MISO) in the U.S., have integrated both commercial and reliability aspects of
the transmission system in a fashion that does not align with Saskatchewan’s needs. This creates seams
issues and uncertainty for SaskPower in determining an appropriate participation in the bulk electric
system. SaskPower is assessing options to ensure appropriate participation in meeting the regional
reliability and NERC requirements.

Approximately two years ago SaskPower began an internal review of reliability. In February 2004
SaskPower’s Board of Directors approved an approach to align the corporation with NERC’s
standards. Accordingly, SaskPower will establish itself as a NERC-certified Reliability Authority and
plans to join the Midwest Reliability Organization (which is expected to replace MAPP) as it emerges
as the new regional reliability council. 

3.4.3 Summary

Saskatchewan has enough generation to meet its own peak demand in a reliable fashion, and benefits
from the interconnected grid from both an economic and reliability perspective. SaskPower has its
own reliability standards to govern the system; however, it has determined that an independent
demonstration of industry-accepted reliability standards, such as compliance with NERC standards,
has become a significant business issue. SaskPower’s objectives with respect to reliability are to ensure
reliable day-to-day operations, to ensure long-term planning is appropriate, and to determine the
appropriate role for it to play within the larger interconnected system. 

3.5 Manitoba

Manitoba Hydro is a Crown corporation and the sole provider of electricity service in Manitoba. The
vertically-integrated utility provides generation, transmission and distribution throughout the
province. The retail electricity rates charged by the corporation are subject to regulatory review by
the Public Utilities Board. Manitoba Hydro offers open access transmission service and is functionally
unbundled (i.e., transmission is operated independently from the other functions) but has no plans for
further restructuring. 

Approximately 24 percent of the province’s energy needs are met by electricity. The residential and
industrial sectors each use about 40 percent of the electricity generated in the province, while the
commercial sector uses approximately 20 percent of the province’s electricity. Manitoba’s
record-setting peak electric demand in 2003 was 3 916 MW.

Manitoba’s installed capacity is about 5 475 MW. Approximately 95 percent of its power is generated
at 14 hydroelectric facilities. The remaining five percent comes from thermal generation and
alternative energy sources. The system was designed so Manitoba can meet its power needs even in
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an extremely poor water year. As a result,
when water conditions are normal,
Manitoba Hydro has excess hydro-
generated power available for export. 

Manitoba Hydro manages
9 293 kilometres of transmission line and
eleven interconnections. A 110 kV double
circuit radial line and three 230 kV lines
connect to Saskatchewan. The total
transfer capability on the three 230 kV
lines from Manitoba to Saskatchewan is
525 MW and the total transfer capability
from Saskatchewan to Manitoba is
550 MW. Manitoba and Ontario are
interconnected via two 230 kV power
lines and a non-synchronous 115 kV
power line. The maximum transfer is
300 MW. One 500 kV line and three
230 kV lines connect to the U.S. with a
nominal capability of 2 175 MW,
although the import capability is just
900 MW. 

Manitoba is a control area within MAPP.
The MAPP region also includes

Saskatchewan to the west and several states to the south. Manitoba Hydro has interconnection
agreements with adjacent systems, the system planners meet on an annual basis, and there is generally
a “good neighbour” policy concerning actions taken by one system operator that have the potential to
affect adjoining systems. 

3.5.1 Reliability Framework

The corporation is governed by the Manitoba Hydro Act, and this Act’s express purpose is to “provide
for the continuance of a supply of power adequate for the needs of the province...” Manitoba Hydro
is required to engage in and promote economy and efficiency in the development, generation,
transmission, distribution, supply, and end-use of power. An independent Board appointed by order of
the Lieutenant Governor in Council has the power to carry out the functions and duties specified in
the Act. The Act gives Manitoba Hydro the ability to set, coordinate and enforce standards and rules,
for the security, reliability and quality control of interconnected transmission and distribution lines.
Manitoba Hydro is responsible for ensuring all aspects of electric reliability including system
planning and operations of generation, transmission, and distribution. As a member of MAPP,
Manitoba Hydro participates in the MAPP Generation Reserve Sharing Pool, and is a member of the
MAPP Regional Reliability Council which is a NERC region. As such, Manitoba Hydro is bound to
comply with NERC and MAPP operating and planning standards and is subject to the regional
compliance assessment program.

In September 2001, Manitoba Hydro signed a Coordination Agreement with MISO and became the
first province to participate in an RTO. However, unlike U.S. transmission-owning members of
MISO, Manitoba Hydro has not transferred operational control of its transmission facilities to MISO.
Pursuant to the Coordination Agreement, Manitoba Hydro purchases Reliability Coordination
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services and tariff administration services from MISO. The parties also agree to coordinate
congestion management procedures and to coordinate transmission service pricing so as to eliminate
the seam between the Manitoba and MISO tariff regions. In providing Reliability Coordination
services, MISO monitors key facilities and provides advice to Manitoba Hydro on corrective actions
when needed. MISO deals with problems outside of the Manitoba Hydro system, for example, by
initiating transmission relief procedures on interfaces affecting Manitoba Hydro’s operations.
Efficiencies and costs savings can be realized when providing reliability functions because the power
grid is so interconnected, and because there are so many players.

Long-term planning is carried out by Manitoba Hydro and coordinated with MISO. Manitoba Hydro
also supplies transmission planning information to MAPP, and MAPP uses this information along
with data from other utilities to produce long-term regional transmission expansion and
reinforcement plans. Manitoba Hydro is also responsible for connection of generation facilities to the
Manitoba Hydro transmission system.

In order to ensure cost-effective generation expansion plans, Manitoba Hydro employs demand-side
management, load curtailment and supply-side efficiency programs. For example, the utility offers a
discount to large consumers who are able to curtail their power use when required. Manitoba Hydro
also has a Power Smart29 program, which encourages consumers to use less power. The power saved
by this program can be exported in the short term, which increases revenues and lowers domestic
rates. In the long run, the power saved reduces the need for new facilities. The Power Smart program
has subsequently been incorporated into a larger Provincial Government energy development
initiative.

3.5.2 Reliability Issues

As shown in Figure 3.5, the bulk of Manitoba’s generation is situated in the northern part of the
province while much of the load is located in the southern part of the province. Two transmission
lines, which currently carry 70 percent of the power produced in Manitoba, are routed on a common
right-of-way on the west side of Lake Winnipeg. These lines carry power generated in the north to
areas of demand in the south part of the province. This poses a potential reliability threat since one
event could take both lines out of service. For example, extreme weather, such as an ice storm, could
impact both lines. Manitoba Hydro is evaluating new generation options, and is considering building
a new line which would also run north to south. However, it would run along the east side of Lake
Winnipeg, well away from the existing lines. 

Manitoba normally exports more than 30 percent of the power it generates. However, in 2003 poor
water conditions led to Manitoba Hydro being a net importer of power. Manitoba Hydro needs
reliable access to other power systems so it can trade energy in a large marketplace and obtain the
best price possible for its energy exports and imports. Obtaining open access on U.S. transmission
systems requires Manitoba Hydro to provide transmission service on similar terms and conditions
where it is capable of doing so. As NERC and MAPP reliability standards change, Manitoba Hydro,
as a member of MAPP, is contractually obligated to implement such changes. Therefore, Manitoba
Hydro diligently monitors and participates in U.S. reliability and operating organizations and
monitors developments in regional reliability, market issues and transmission services.

29

29 More information on this program can be found at Manitoba Hydro’s website:  www.hydro.mb.ca.
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3.5.3 Summary 

As a vertically-integrated utility, Manitoba Hydro will continue to be responsible for reliability in the
province. Interconnection agreements and participation in MAPP and MISO will dictate greatly how
reliability concerns with the interconnected system are addressed. While Manitoba benefits from its
RTO participation it also faces challenges to meet its requirements, maintain open access and ensure
that its unique interests are addressed through participation in the U.S. organizations.

3.6 Ontario

With the opening of the Ontario electricity market on 1 May 2002, Ontario completed the transition
from a traditional industry structure, dominated by a single vertically-integrated utility, Ontario Hydro,
to an unbundled industry, with clear corporate separation between generation, transmission and
distribution. The operation of the wholesale spot market, where prices are set by market forces, and the
operation of the transmission grid are overseen by the Independent Electricity Market Operator (IMO).
The IMO and all electricity market participants (generators, transmitters, distributors, wholesalers and
retailers), are subject to regulatory oversight by the Ontario Energy Board (OEB). 

The unbundled structure provides direct access to the Ontario wholesale electricity market by
generators and bulk power buyers, the latter mainly including the distribution utilities and large

industrial customers. Sellers and buyers
from adjacent interconnected provinces and
states can also participate in this market.
Hydro One, which owns and operates about
97 percent of the Ontario transmission grid
under the direction of the IMO, also serves
as the largest distribution company, serving
many rural customers and various
communities.30

The Ontario market also enables
competition at the retail level, whereby
retailers are allowed access to the
distribution-connected customers and can
enter into electricity commodity sales
contracts, with varying terms and
conditions. With the retail price cap
invoked in November 2002 and modified in
November 2003, competition at the retail
level was to a large extent eliminated, and
several retailers have exited the market (at
least temporarily). Large volume customers
continue to negotiate prices directly with
generators or power marketers, or to
purchase at the spot market price. The
OEB has been directed by the Government
to develop new pricing mechanisms to be
implemented no later than 1 May 2005. 
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Electricity accounts for 18 percent of end-use energy demand in Ontario at 139 TW.h, which is
divided about equally among the residential (33 percent), commercial (33 percent) and industrial
(34 percent) sectors.

Demand varies on a seasonal basis, higher during the winter and summer and lower in the spring and
fall. The peak in January 2004 of nearly 25 000 MW was about the same as the summer peak in the
July/August period.31 Generation capacity in January 2004 was 30 400 MW and comprised of a
diverse mix of nuclear (36 percent), hydro (25 percent), coal (25 percent), gas and oil (13 percent) and
other sources such as wind and geothermal (less than one percent). Capacity is subject to real-time
reductions of about 2 500 MW from planned outages and other factors such as allowances for
hydroelectric generation below rated capacity.32

The market is supplied by a 29 000 km transmission system. This includes a network of 500 kV,
230 kV and 115 kV power lines in central and southern Ontario and 230 kV and 115 kV power lines
in the northwestern part of the province, extending to the Manitoba border and Minnesota.

Interconnections with neighbouring provinces and states have enabled Ontario entities to engage in
trade, optimize construction and utilization of generation, and enhance the reliability of the Ontario
transmission grid. Import transfer capability is in the range of 4 000 - 5 300 MW in the summer and
4 700 - 5 500 MW in the winter. Export capability is 4 000 - 4 600 MW in summer and 4 500 -
5 900 MW in winter. The largest transfer capabilities are with Michigan, New York and Québec,
followed by Manitoba and Minnesota.33

3.6.1 Reliability Framework

Providing electric reliability in Ontario is the responsibility of the IMO, with regulatory oversight
provided by the Ontario Energy Board. 

The Independent Electricity Market Operator (IMO)

Legislation designating responsibility for reliability is contained in the Electricity Act, 1998, which
empowers the IMO to make and enforce the Market Rules.34 “The objectives of the Market Rules are
to govern the IMO-controlled grid and to establish and govern efficient, competitive and reliable
markets for the wholesale sale and purchase of electricity and ancillary services in Ontario.”35 The
Market Rules specify the roles and responsibilities of the IMO and market participants toward
achieving these objectives. 

The IMO schedules electricity transactions on the Ontario grid and monitors activity on the interties
to maintain load/resource balances. Specific functions include directing generators, transmitters and
distributors to adjust their operations to changing conditions, as required, to ensure efficient operation
of the market and to ensure reliable operation of the integrated power system. From an operational
reliability standpoint, activity in adjacent regions, or control areas, is conveyed via direct

31

31 IMO Facts and Figures: Record peak demand was 25 414 MW on 13 August 2002, and the record winter peak was 24 937 MW on 
15 January 2004. 

32 This excludes three nuclear generation units at Pickering A and two units at Bruce A. 

33 IMO, Ontario Transmission System, March 2003, Table 5.2.

34 Electricity Act, 1998, subsection 32(1). This Act provides the framework for Ontario’s competitive electricity market. 

35 Market Rules, Independent Electricity Market Operator, P. 1-2.
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communications with control
area operators and via the
NERC reliability coordinator.36

As a participant in the
Northeast Power
Coordinating Council
(NPCC), the IMO is
responsible for ensuring
compliance with NPCC
standards. Although the
standards are voluntary, they
are mandatory in Ontario and
a condition of market
participation. The IMO has
signed an NPCC participation
agreement that requires
adherence to NPCC
standards.37

Reliability Compliance Program

The requirements of market participants to maintain reliable grid operations are contained in the
Market Rules and compliance to these requirements is addressed by the IMO’s Reliability
Compliance Program. The program “provides the procedures for monitoring and measuring the
extent to which reliability standards are being adhered to, for detecting reliability non-compliance
and for planning, conducting and enforcing corrective measures to remedy non-compliance.”38

Information obtained from the program serves as the basis of reporting to the NPCC, which oversees
compliance in the North American northeast.39

The market participants are subject to sanctions by the IMO for not abiding by reliability standards and
the Market Rules generally. The IMO is empowered to levy financial penalties for non-compliance. 

In 2002, the IMO was the subject of two audits by NPCC/NERC. The NPCC Compliance
Monitoring and Assessment Sub-Committee noted that “the Ontario Area compliance program is
unique in that is directly tied to market rules and licensing requirements,” and encouraged other areas
to adopt this approach.40

Reliability Outlooks

Based on information from the compliance program the IMO monitors the state of the Ontario grid,
on a near-term and longer-term basis and publishes reports on its analyses. Two such reports are the
18-month and 10-year reliability outlooks. These reports assess the adequacy of generation and

36 This function is described in Chapter 2. 

37 Although these standards may be called voluntary, Ontario’s interconnection with neighbouring Canadian and U.S. jurisdictions is
conditional on these standards being adopted for use in Ontario.

38 IMO Market Manual, Part 7.9. 

39 IMO Market Manual, Part 7.9 and Market Manual, Part 7.5.

40 IMO submission to the U.S.-Canada Power System Outage Task Force, 8 December 2003.
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transmission and may serve as a guide for market participants in investment decisions. These reports
also assist NERC/NPCC in undertaking reliability assessments for the NPCC region.41

Based on its market monitoring, the IMO may request Hydro One and other transmission companies
under its jurisdiction to submit proposals to the OEB to build transmission facilities. However, in
exceptional circumstances, the IMO may go further and direct companies to submit proposals to the
OEB.

The Ontario Energy Board (OEB)

The OEB derives its regulatory authority from the Ontario Energy Board Act, 1998 and the Electricity
Act, 1998. The OEB regulates the provincial transmission system and all local distribution companies
(LDCs). It is also responsible for ensuring that transmitters and distributors meet their obligations to
connect and serve their customers. The OEB is responsible for issuing licences to participants in the
Ontario electricity market, including the IMO. The Board has the authority to impose penalties of up
to $20,000 per day for a participant who is in contravention of their licence. 

With regulatory oversight for transmission, the OEB is authorized to: approve “just and reasonable”
rates; decide on applications to construct facilities; and require companies to submit performance
information with respect to reliability. As the regulator of distribution, the OEB monitors reliability
performance for electricity distributors and requires the reporting of various indicators on customer
outages (SAIDI, SAIFI, CAIDI). This information may be used in setting or approving rates, and in
ensuring that licensed distributors are operating their networks reliably. 

Consumption-Based Programs 

Two recent reports examine the opportunities associated with DSM and DR programs. As part of a
mandate “to develop an action plan for attracting new generation, promoting conservation and
enhancing reliability of the transmission grid,” the government-appointed Electricity Conservation
and Supply Task Force (ECSTF) acknowledged two mechanisms that enable wholesale consumers to
respond to price signals in the IMO-administered market. It also acknowledged the IMO’s pilot
program for economic demand response. The ECSTF stated that demand response for retail
customers may take longer to implement, because of the number of consumers and the need to
aggregate sufficient reduction in demand, and because of the need to install new metering technology.
The ECSTF estimated that significant reductions in peak demand could be achieved in Ontario, with
attendant price benefits, by the creation of a “conservation culture” and the promotion of
technologies and appropriate rates to facilitate time-of-use demand shifting.42

On 1 March 2004, the OEB published a report containing its recommendations.43 This was in
response to the Minister of Energy’s June 2003 directive to consult with stakeholders toward
identifying and reviewing options for the delivery of DSM and DR programs in the electricity sector.
The report recommended that a conservation agency oversee DSM and DR activities, including:
developing a province-wide plan; monitoring and evaluating programs; and providing annual reports
to the Minister. The OEB would license the conservation agency and conservation efforts and
programs would be funded by a charge on electricity consumption.

41 The IMO website, www.theimo.com, contains comprehensive market monitoring, in addition to the information provided in these 
reports, such as background information on the operation of the grid and the IMO-Administered Market (e.g., bulk power prices).

42 Tough Choices: Addressing Ontario’s Power Needs, Electricity Conservation and Supply Task Force, January 2004. 

43 Demand-Side Management and Demand Response in the Ontario Energy Sectors, Report of the Board to the Minister of Energy,
March 1, 2004.
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3.6.2 Reliability Issues

On 14 August 2003, Ontario along with adjacent U.S. states experienced a region-wide blackout.
Normal operations on the Ontario grid were restored over the next several days under the direction
of the IMO and cooperation of market participants.44 In response to a general call to the public by the
IMO to conserve energy, the Ontario and federal governments curtailed operations, by reducing
“non-essential” services during that period. Industry was requested to voluntarily reduce consumption
by 50 percent. 

Although service was restored relatively quickly to most users, there was significant inconvenience
and costs borne by the public and industry, as the result of initial power loss and the subsequent
conservation efforts. One industry group, for example, estimated its losses conservatively at about
$20-30 million. Another sample of large power users suggests that the total cost was well over
$100 million. The Final Report on the August 14, 2003 Blackout states that manufacturing shipments
in Ontario were down $2.3 billion dollars. The power users have called for a restoration protocol that
would recognize the varying capabilities of industries to reduce load and shift load between plants to
satisfy their reduction requirement. This would result in lower overall costs to industry, and possibly
make it easier for the available, constrained generation to balance load during the restoration period. 

Over the past decade, industrial power consumers in Ontario have experienced increased demand for
power quality, i.e., power with minimal interruptions and voltage fluctuations. This results from the
increased use of sensitive electrically-driven equipment and electronic process controls, and reflects
trends also evident in the residential sector and office buildings. Even brief interruptions can be very
costly in some processes. Demands for improved service are expected to continue. 

In its market assessments, the IMO monitors potential issues that have reliability implications. In its
December 2003 18-month report the IMO addressed the reliability implications of closing the
1 200 MW coal-fired Lakeview Generating Station in April 2005. Reliability impacts include
potential load loss and/or unacceptable low voltage levels in the Greater Toronto Area. After a
number of transmission and generation alternatives had been considered, Hydro One made an
application to the OEB for expedited approval to build a transmission substation in the Greater
Toronto Area in order to mitigate these reliability concerns. In the longer term, generation will also
be required in the Toronto area.45

While a solution has been proposed and acted on in this case, the concern has been expressed that
timely and efficient investments in generation and transmission may not always be the outcome as
long as no single entity is charged with the responsibility for system planning. The ECSTF addressed
this matter in recommending that Hydro One be assigned the responsibility to issue an annual plan
for transmission development, through consultation and within an integrated planning framework to
be developed by the IMO.46

In its March 2004 10-year outlook, the IMO identified significant challenges for Ontario’s electricity
system over the next decade. A severe shortfall is possible due to uncertainty surrounding the
Pickering A nuclear units return to service, the lack of new generation and the commitment to shut
down 7 500 MW of coal fired generation. Reactivation of nuclear capacity and the addition of new

34

44 IMO website, www.theimo.com: Restoration of Service, Sequence of Events.

45 IMO 10-year outlook, March 2004.

46 ECSTF Report, P.76.
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gas-fired generation have eased concerns for the next 18 months; however, more resources are
required every year during the next 10 years. The ECSTF recommended a diversity of supply options
should be considered, and that coal-fired plants may need to be kept in operation until other supply
options and conservation obviate the need for coal generation.

The Ministry of Energy’s Plan for the Electricity Sector

On 15 April 2004, the Ontario Ministry of Energy announced a plan for major changes to the
Ontario electricity market.47 The intent of the plan is to encourage the development of new reliable
supply, promote a culture of conservation, lessen the environmental footprint of electricity
undertakings, and promote stability in electricity prices for small consumers while enabling large
consumers to benefit from competitive markets. Major initiatives include:

• creation of the Ontario Power Authority, which would  be obligated to ensure long-term
supply adequacy in Ontario through developing and implementing an integrated system
plan for conservation, generation and transmission;   

• creation of a Conservation Secretariat, within the Ontario Power Authority, to lead
Ontario’s conservation efforts and monitor progress; 

• establishment of targets for conservation, renewable energy and the overall supply mix of
electricity in Ontario (targets set by the Ministry of Energy), with the Ontario Power
Authority charged with achieving them; 

• price regulation of OPG’s nuclear and baseload hydroelectric assets by the OEB, while the
prices for other generation would continue to be set by the market; and 

• price stability for residential and small business consumers, while preserving the flexibility
for all consumers to purchase their electricity through the market. 

The government stated that it intended to introduce legislation in June 2004 and, following a period
of study and evaluation, pass legislation in the fall. 

3.6.3 Summary 

Ontario has mandatory reliability standards that are included in the IMO’s market rules.
Implementation includes a comprehensive compliance program with an explicit statement of
expectations and identification of remedies when standards are not met. Ongoing market monitoring,
notably by the IMO’s regularly published reliability assessments, provides a basis for identifying
challenges and investment opportunities. There is concern about generation adequacy in the near
term and longer term. To address the demand side of the market, the government-appointed ECSTF
and the OEB have recently undertaken two major initiatives assessing DSM and DR.

In April 2004 the Ministry of Energy announced a plan for the Ontario electricity sector. The intent
of this plan to lead to the development of reliable electricity supplies, encourage conservation and
improve the performance of the market. 

47 Choosing What Works for A Change, Notes for remarks by the Honourable Dwight Duncan, Minister of Energy for Ontario, 
15 April 2004.  
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3.7 Québec

As the principal generator, transmission owner and distributor in Québec, Hydro-Québec (HQ)
operates as a regulated (for transmission and distribution), functionally unbundled utility. While
wholesale access is allowed, HQ has exclusive rights for distribution except in a few municipalities.
HQ is composed of four functional divisions: HQ Production, HQ TransÉnergie, HQ Distribution
and HQ Équipement.

Electricity accounts for about 40 percent of provincial energy demand. The residential and
commercial sectors account for approximately 50 percent of electricity consumption, and the
remaining 50 percent occurs in the industrial sector. A relatively large percentage of heating load in
Québec is electric. On 15 January 2004, Québec registered an unprecedented peak demand of
36 279 MW.

HQ’s total installed capacity at
year-end 2002 was 32 660 MW. In
addition to the installed capacity of its
own generating facilities, HQ has
access to most of the output from the
Churchill Falls hydro power complex
(situated in Labrador), which has a
rated capacity of 5 428 MW, and the
output from 133 wind turbines at the
Matane and Cap-Chat wind farms
(100 MW capacity). Generation is
predominantly hydro-based and is
mostly concentrated in and around the
James Bay and the North Shore
regions. There is also a relatively small
amount of gas-fired and nuclear
generation. 

HQ’s system at year-end 2002 totalled
32 314 km of transmission lines with
voltage varying from 49 kV to 765 kV,
and 505 substations. Each of the
transmission lines from James Bay and
the Manic-Outardes Complex covers a
distance of more than 1 000 km to
reach major load centres in southern
Québec. HQ’s transmission network
also includes 15 interconnections with
neighbouring systems (Table 3.1).
Distribution lines within Québec total
over 105 705 km.

Québec is a part of the NPCC, and is
interconnected with the NPCC
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primarily by DC ties.48 While Ontario and many states in the U.S. Northeast were impacted by the
14 August 2003 blackout, Québec’s grid was largely unaffected. According to the Final Report on the
August 14, 2003 Blackout, “the DC ties acted as buffers between portions of the Eastern
Interconnection; transient disturbances propagate through them less rapidly. Therefore, the
electricity system in Québec was not affected by the outage, except for a small portion of the
province’s load that is directly connected to Ontario by AC transmission lines.”49 The Final Report
also pointed out that, although DC ties can act as buffers between systems, they do not allow
instantaneous generation support following the unanticipated loss of a generating unit. 

3.7.1 Reliability Framework

The Act Respecting the Régie de l’énergie defines the following roles for the industry and provincial
regulator: “The electric power carrier shall establish operating standards and technical requirements,
including standards of reliability for its electric power transmission system, and submit them to the
Régie for approval.” Within the Act, “the electric power carrier” is defined as HQ TransÉnergie.

The Régie keeps itself abreast of reliability developments affecting the NPCC as a non-voting NPCC
member. The Act specifies that the Régie may impose a financial penalty (maximum $50,000) on the
electric power carrier or distributor if they violate certain provisions of the Act. In assessing capital
projects the Régie incorporates reliability considerations. The Régie does not set reliability standards
but monitors performance indicators, including service quality. 

TransÉnergie, the transmission division of HQ, assumes three basic functions: System Operator-
Transmission (Reliability Authority), Load and Generation Balancing (Balancing Authority) and
System Operator - Interconnection (Interchange Authority). TransÉnergie acts as the Reliability
Authority (RA) in the province since it owns and operates the province’s bulk electric system. HQ
implemented a functional separation between TransÉnergie and its merchant function in 1997, and at
the same time, implemented an internal standard of conduct to ensure that the RA will act first and
foremost in the interest of the overall reliability of the control area/interconnection before any
merchant interest of purchasing/selling entities. 

As a full, voting member of NPCC, TransÉnergie participates in the NERC and NPCC standards
setting.  According to a NERC Audit Report on TransÉnergie released in 2002, “TransÉnergie
complies with reliability standards identical to, and in some cases more stringent than, NERC and
NPCC requirements.” For example, to maintain operational reliability, Québec system operators
must resolve operating security limit violations within 15 minutes, which is more stringent than the
NERC or NPCC 30-minute standard. The RA has the authority to take actions in case of emergency.
TransÉnergie uses the “one day in 10 year” outage criterion for transmission planning. 

In a recent decision, the Régie determined that it could not approve, as requested by TransÉnergie,
the set of NERC/NPCC documents submitted by TransÉnergie. The Régie stated that it was
generally satisfied with TransÉnergie’s planning and design standards for its transmission system, but
the fact that TransÉnergie made reference to the NERC and NPCC requirements placed the
application outside the Régie’s regulatory oversight. 

48 Although it is generally considered part of North America's Eastern Interconnection, the large AC power system within Québec is 
isolated from other portions of the interconnection via DC ties. These ties act like a firewall in a communications network. Due to 
its geography and nature, Québec's power system has historically been more susceptible to electrical disruption as a consequence of 
natural events and challenging operational situations. By connecting its system to others' exclusively through DC ties, Québec can 
effectively isolate its system while at the same time remaining part of - and participating in - the Eastern Interconnection. 

49 Final Report on the August 15, 2003 Blackout, p. 102. 
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The SAIDI statistics reported by TransÉnergie have been lower than the target of 6.5 hours per year,
averaging 0.51 over the period 1998-2002. SAIDI measures the average hours of service interruption
per customer due to power failures or scheduled outages on the transmission system, not including
exceptional events such as the ice storm of January 1998. TransÉnergie also reports on the NERC
indicators for measuring power frequency compliance and for measuring how well generation and
load are balanced in the control area. Both indicators reveal that TransÉnergie exceeds the NERC
minimum threshold levels. 

As the predominant distributor of electric power in Québec, HQ Distribution has the “obligation to
serve” all electric power customers in Québec, i.e., it is responsible for ensuring that consumer needs
are met. To fulfill this obligation, HQ Distribution develops short-term and long-term (10 years or
more) load projections and makes any necessary supply arrangements with HQ Generation as well as
other generating entities to ensure it has sufficient power and energy to meet load requirements.
HQ Production is not regulated, but has a legislated mandate to provide a “heritage pool” of
165 TW.h/year at 2.79 cents/kW.h. 

HQ Distribution is required to initiate a competitive bidding process for any additional load
requirements. It is also responsible for developing DSM programs, which need to be approved by the
Régie. HQ Distribution is continuing its direct involvement in energy efficiency through its Energy
Efficiency Plan 2003-2006. With an objective of 750 GW.h in energy savings by 2007, the Plan will
require investments of $257 million over the next three years. 

HQ’s Strategic Plan 2004-2008 stated HQ Production will maintain a sufficient energy reserve to
cover a 64 TW.h runoff deficit over two consecutive years. It will also maintain a 10 to 12 percent
energy reserve margin for the heritage pool, equivalent to a load-shedding risk of 2.4 hours per year. 

3.7.2 Reliability Issues

Québec’s electric power system has two key characteristics: a predominantly hydro-based generation
and an extensive long-distance transmission network. Furthermore, operations are conducted under
severe winter conditions. This poses particular challenges associated with reliability management. For
example, HQ must ensure it has contingency plans (e.g., import capability) to meet its firm load
requirements in case of sustained low hydraulic conditions. 

As a significant importer, trader and exporter of power in Eastern Canada and in the U.S. Northeast,
Québec relies on accessible and reliable neighbouring transmission systems to optimize its operations
and profitability. Reliability has become an even more important issue as trading activity has
increased. In recent interconnection agreements reached with neighbouring systems, reliability was a
key element. 

Another issue relates to system planning. Before restructuring, HQ was the central planner and its
vertically-integrated structure facilitated internal coordination and information sharing. As the utility
becomes a functionally unbundled entity, system planning presents new challenges due to some key
market uncertainties. For example, new generation must be chosen by HQ Distribution through a
competitive bidding process and therefore, is difficult to predict.

The fact that the 14 August 2003 Blackout did not affect Québec reveals some advantages of a system
that is asynchronous to its neighbouring systems. However, as mentioned earlier, the trade-off is that
such systems do not allow instantaneous generation support following a major system disturbance. 
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In its Strategic Plan 2004-2008, HQ projected a relatively tight supply/demand balance by
2006-2007. This projection has generated significant public interest. The Government of Québec has
asked the Régie to examine new generation capacity requirements to 2010, alternative generation
options, as well as the potential contribution of energy conservation to ensure adequacy of power
supply in the province. The Régie has until 30 June 2004 to submit its findings.

3.7.3 Summary 

Hydro-Québec, mainly through its divisions HQ TransÉnergie and HQ Distribution, is the principal
entity responsible for reliability in Québec. The Régie regulates the transmission and distribution
activities. It has a mandate for approving reliability standards and provides regulatory oversight for
reliability aspects and performance of TransÉnergie and HQ Distribution. Consumers typically rely
almost exclusively on HQ to ensure their electricity requirements are met when needed. The
existence of a provincial regulatory body provides a forum for market participants to voice and seek to
address their concerns, especially as they relate to service quality and reliability.

3.8 New Brunswick

The electricity market in New Brunswick is evolving from a monopoly structure to a competitive
environment for wholesale and large industrial customers. Under the provisions of the new Electricity
Act (Act), NB Power Corporation will be restructured into NB Power Holding Corporation with
four operating subsidiaries (Nuclear, Generation, Transmission and Distribution). The Act also
mandates a new, independent entity, the System Operator, to direct the operation of the transmission
system and to establish and enforce market rules. The new market structure is scheduled to be
implemented on 1 October2004.  

Electricity accounts for about 24 percent of provincial end-use energy demand. Total electricity
demand is composed of 46 percent industrial, 17 percent commercial and 36 percent residential. Peak
demand has increased in recent years, reaching 3 333 MW in January 2004. Generation is diversified,
with nuclear power accounting for about one-third of the electricity generated in the province;
hydropower supplies about 19 percent and fossil fuel generation the balance. New Brunswick is the

principal electricity
supplier to Prince Edward
Island (P.E.I.) and
northern Maine, and also
exchanges power with
adjacent jurisdictions. 

The province’s network
includes 6 700 km of
transmission and
26 500 km of distribution
lines. It has
interconnections with
P.E.I., Québec, Nova
Scotia and Maine. Total
transfer capability out of
the province amounts to
2 377 MW compared to
1 719 MW for imports.
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The major international power line, with
interconnection at Orrington (Maine), has an
export transfer capacity of 700 MW. Two
smaller interconnections totalling 120 MW of
transfer capacity serve isolated loads in
northern Maine. The NB Power Energy
Control Centre administers the system
operations including dispatching, load
balancing and transmission system access. 

In March 2003, NB Power received approval
from the Board of Commissioners of Public
Utilities (PUB) to implement an OATT to
provide non-discriminatory access to

generators and consumers inside and outside the province. The tariff will be managed by the System
Operator and provide revenue to allow New Brunswick Power Transmission Corporation to operate
and maintain the transmission system. The tariff was designed to be consistent with the FERC
requirements in the U.S. 

3.8.1 Reliability Framework

The PUB has responsibility over NB Power operations, electricity rates and major capital investment
projects. The provincial Cabinet can make a final decision based on the PUB’s recommendations or
can overrule a decision made by the regulator. Currently, there is no legislated requirement for NB
Power to report to the PUB on reliability performance. 

As a Crown corporation, NB Power is mandated to provide adequate supply to customers in the
province. The utility is a voting member of the NPCC, participates in its standard setting process and
adheres to NPCC reliability standards. The utility is also subject to compliance audits and has to
meet NPCC reporting requirements.

NB Power assumes a planning function in cooperation with other market participants under the
current regime. The main criterion used for long-term generation planning is the “one day in 10 year
outage” criterion, which corresponds to an equivalent of a 20 percent reserve margin requirement.
For transmission, the main criterion used is the first contingency limit (n-1). For operations, the
utility must meet NPCC’s obligation of having enough generation to cover the first contingency (loss
of the largest unit) within 10 minutes, plus 50 percent of the second contingency within 30 minutes.
Part of this obligation is met through interconnection agreements with Nova Scotia, P.E.I., and
northern Maine which are part of the Maritime Control Area within NPCC. 

The company uses reliability measures as internal planning tools. For generation, reported measures
include unit availability indices, such as the percentage of time, including planned and unplanned
outages, a station is available to generate electricity. For transmission and distribution, SAIDI and
SAIFI are used, respectively. NB Power stated in its Annual Report 2002-2003 that overall reliability
performance remained strong, but was affected by province-wide lightning storms in the summer
2002 and a localized ice storm in the winter 2002-2003.

The Act provides an overall reliability mandate to the System Operator. The market rules will
establish a capacity requirement that ensures suppliers provide sufficient capacity to guarantee that
reliability targets are satisfied. The Act also implies an expanded role for the PUB, including dispute
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resolution in case of conflict between the System Operator and market participants. Specific
reliability obligations are also contained in NB Power’s OATT. 

On 1 October 2004, the New Brunswick System Operator is expected to become the reliability
authority for the Maritime Control Area, which covers New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, P.E.I. and
northern Maine. This area could eventually become a regional transmission organization. Currently,
the three provinces and northern Maine benefit from reserve sharing agreements aimed at ensuring
that the NPCC reserve criteria can fully be met. 

3.8.2 Reliability Issues

The proposed refurbishment of the Point Lepreau nuclear power plant has created some uncertainty
with respect to generation adequacy. The utility has actively pursued initiatives to minimize the risks
associated with a shortage situation during the refurbishment period (2008-2009). These initiatives
include assessments of gas-fired and coal-fired generation options, the conversion of Coleson Cove
from heavy fuel oil to OrimulsionTM, a public request for wind energy projects and assessment of
other renewable resources. In addition, DSM options will be assessed as well as proposed new
transmission facilities to increase import capability.

Another source of uncertainty is tied to recent announcements in the news media that OrimulsionTM

supply for the Coleson Cove plant could be in jeopardy. Conversion of the plant to OrimulsionTM is
nearing completion; however, it has been reported that, to date, NB Power has been unable to secure
a long-term supply of this fuel. As indicated above, the Point Lepreau life-extension project is tied to
the repowering of Coleson Cove from heavy fuel oil to OrimulsionTM. 

Current import constraints limit the province’s ability to benefit from surplus power that may exist
south of the border. Import capability on the 345 kV line is practically zero because flows coming into
New Brunswick are restricted while the Point Lepreau generating station is operating. In the event that
Point Lepreau tripped, voltage and stability problems would occur in Maine and potentially cause an
outage of the 345 kV line, which could lead to a blackout in the Maritime Control Area. The utility has
obtained approval from the NEB to construct a second 345 kV transmission line and interconnection to
Maine. The new line, expected to be built by 2006, would be used for import and export opportunities
and provide improved system reliability for the Maritimes area. It could also offset the potential
generation deficit anticipated during the refurbishment of the Point Lepreau nuclear plant. 

NB Power continues to be open to the development of the Neptune Project, a proposed merchant
undersea DC transmission system. If fully completed, the project would connect generation sources
in Maine, New Brunswick and Nova Scotia, to markets in Boston, New York City, Long Island and
Connecticut. 

Additionally, the utility has been involved in discussions regarding the creation of a northeastern regional
transmission organization, which would cover New York, New England and New Brunswick. Creation of
an RTO should improve transmission access to a larger market and enhance overall system reliability.

3.8.3 Summary 

NB Power is a full member of NPCC and meets its adequacy requirements through capacity sharing
agreements with neighbouring systems. With restructuring scheduled to be implemented on
1 October 2004, the New Brunswick System Operator will become the reliability authority for
New Brunswick. Reliability could be enhanced with expanded import capability, which is currently
constrained.
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3.9 Prince Edward Island

Maritime Electric Company Limited (Maritime Electric), a wholly-owned subsidiary of Fortis Inc., is
the principal electricity distributor in the province. Most of the energy supplied to end-users is
purchased from NB Power. Maritime Electric’s mandate is to “provide the most reliable energy at the
lowest possible cost while maintaining a high level of customer service.”

The provincial network is connected to the mainland power grid via two 138 kV submarine cables
with a total transfer limit of 200 MW and includes over 5 000 km of distribution lines. Maritime
Electric maintains on-island backup generating facilities at Charlottetown (60 MW) and Borden
(40 MW). It also buys wind energy produced at North Cape which can supply approximately
four percent of the island’s annual electricity usage. 

Electricity accounts for about 13 percent of provincial end-use energy demand. Nearly 45 percent of
electricity demand occurs in the commercial sector, 40 percent in residential and 15 percent in
industrial. Maritime Electric serves 68 000 customers and meets a peak demand of 203 MW. 

3.9.1 Reliability Framework

In fall 2003 legislation was passed which returned Maritime Electric to a traditional cost of service
regulatory regime, beginning 1 January 2004. Under the Electric Power Act, the Island Regulatory and
Appeals Commission has responsibility for Maritime Electric’s operations, electricity rates and all
capital investment projects. 

The province is part of the NPCC/Maritimes control area which also includes New Brunswick,
Nova Scotia and northern Maine. The main criterion Maritime Electric uses for long-term
generation planning is the requirement under the terms of the interconnection agreement with NB
Power to maintain a reserve margin equal to 15 percent of firm peak load. For operations, Maritime
Electric provides for its share of the control area’s reserve needed to meet the NPCC requirement to
have enough generation to cover the first contingency (loss of the largest unit) within 10 minutes,
plus 50 percent of the second contingency within 30 minutes. 

3.9.2 Reliability Issues

Maritime Electric faces two main reliability issues. The first is the loading on the interconnection
with NB Power. Within several years the P.E.I. load is expected to increase to the level that, if one of
the submarine cables were out of service, the capacity of the remaining cable plus the existing
on-island generating capacity would not be sufficient to meet the system peak load. This issue could
be addressed by increasing the capacity of the interconnection with NB Power or by installing
additional generating capacity on P.E.I. If the capacity of the interconnection were to be increased, it
would be by installing a 200 MW cable inside the Confederation Bridge.

The second reliability issue facing Maritime Electric is the uncertainty about the adequacy of
generating capacity in the Maritime provinces. Maritime Electric’s plan to address these two issues is
to install a 50 MW light oil fired combustion turbine on the Island. This project will serve two
purposes. It will provide additional backup for the existing submarine cables and it will provide
Maritime Electric with 50 MW of needed generating capacity. An additional feature of the project is
that the unit will be capable of being converted to natural gas if gas becomes available on P.E.I.

Maritime Electric has participated in discussions regarding the possible creation of a northeastern
RTO which would cover the Maritime provinces and northern Maine. Potential benefits for P.E.I.
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include increased access to diversified supply sources, which could have a positive reliability impact
for the island. 

NB Power has recently undertaken some transmission upgrades in the southeastern part of New
Brunswick that will reduce losses on the lines supplying the interconnection to the island and improve
reliability, but these upgrades will not by themselves significantly increase the transfer capability of
the interconnection. 

3.9.3 Summary 

The Province of Prince Edward Island relies primarily on generation sources in New Brunswick to
meet on-island load requirements. Legislation passed in fall 2003 has returned Maritime Electric to
cost of service regulation. Maritime Electric is pursuing the installation of a 50 MW light oil-fired
combustion turbine to address interconnection reliability and generation adequacy issues. 

3.10 Nova Scotia

Nova Scotia’s current electrical industry is a regulated monopoly. Nova Scotia Power Inc. (NSPI), a
subsidiary of Emera, an investor-owned company, is a cost-of-service, vertically-integrated electric
utility. NSPI is the predominant electricity supplier in the province, owning and operating
approximately 97 percent of generation, 99 percent of transmission, and 95 percent of the distribution
systems in the province. The remaining distribution is owned and operated by six municipal utilities. 

In December 2001, the Province of Nova Scotia released an Energy Strategy and has subsequently
taken significant steps towards restructuring its electricity sector. In October 2003, an Electricity
Marketplace Governance Committee (EMGC) submitted a report that contains recommendations on
the industry structure, market rules and implementation of the Energy Strategy. In the following
month, the Government announced its adoption of these recommendations and stated that
“sustaining a reliable electricity supply will be the province’s number one priority as it makes changes
to Nova Scotia’s electricity system to increase competition and encourage more renewable energy
sources.” A key element of Nova Scotia’s restructuring plan is the introduction of competition within
the electrical sector in a
staged manner, beginning
with wholesale access
expected to occur in
January 2005. 

Electricity accounts for
approximately 20 percent
of Nova Scotia’s end-use
energy demand. About 37
percent of electricity
demand originates from
the residential sector. The
commercial and industrial
sectors account for 27 and
36 percent, respectively.
Peak electricity demand in
2002 was 2 078 MW. 
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The province relies on in-province generation sources to meet its electrical load requirements.
Approximately 75 to 80 percent of the province’s generation comes from coal-fired thermal plants, the
largest being the 620 MW Lingan plant. The remaining 20 to 25 percent originates from the Tufts
Cove plant (dual-fired heavy fuel oil/natural gas), as well as from several oil-fired thermal plants and
hydro stations. Additionally, some electricity is generated at a tidal plant and at a 1.2 MW wind farm. 

Total generating capacity is comprised of 2 184 MW at NSPI’s thermal and hydropower facilities, and
25 MW contracted with independent power producers. This capacity includes a planned reserve
margin of at least 20 percent, which can be increased further with an interruptible load of 16 percent.

NSPI’s network includes 5 400 km of high voltage transmission lines (69 kV and up) and
interconnects with NB Power’s system via a 345 kV line and two 138 kV lines. Under most
conditions, the transfer limits to and from New Brunswick are 350 MW and 300 MW, respectively.
A reserve sharing agreement exists between NSPI and NB Power, allowing them to combine reserve
capacity to meet NERC/NPCC reliability standards.

3.10.1 Reliability Framework 

Provincial legislation assigns to the Nova Scotia Utility and Review Board (UARB) the mandate to
ensure that NSPI fulfills its “obligation to supply” in a reliable manner and at regulated prices. The
UARB regulates all aspects of NSPI’s operations and planning, including reviews and approvals
regarding rates, capital spending, and return on equity. With respect to reliability, NSPI is subject to
performance review and oversight by the UARB. 

NSPI assumes the responsibility of a central supply planner. The Energy Strategy stated that, under
its obligation to serve customers in Nova Scotia, NSPI has the “sole responsibility for maintaining
adequate supplies of electricity in the province.” The utility must ensure that it has adequate and
reliable supplies, including sufficient reserves to deal with expected load growth as well as planned
and forced outages. As part of its resource planning process, NSPI forecasts future peak loads and
determines reserve requirements. These two factors establish the amount of capacity required to
reliably serve customer loads. A first contingency limit (n-1) has been part of NSPI’s planning criteria
for designing new facilities. 

NSPI acts as the exclusive reliability authority in the province. Its energy control centre performs
short-term adequacy analyses, approves the day-ahead forecasts of generation and provides economic
dispatch to the system. The provincial electricity grid includes utility as well as non-utility generation
sources. Operating agreements with non-utility generators require them to notify the energy control
centre when they are unavailable. 

As a full and voting member of the NPCC, NSPI adheres to NPCC reliability standards, participates
in the standards development process and has the responsibility to support the interconnected system.
It is also subject to reliability audits by the NPCC. Although there is no specific reporting
requirement on reliability from the UARB, the utility periodically reports to the regulator on
reliability indexes such as SAIFI and SAIDI.

As the wholesale power market opens in 2005, the UARB is expected to assume new responsibilities,
including: transmission overseer; arbiter of disputes between market participants; market surveillance;
and the licensing of retail sellers. NSPI will become a functionally unbundled utility. A System
Operator will be established and will play a central role in the operation of the restructured market
while ensuring security and reliability of the system. It will also be responsible for dispatch, as well as
providing ancillary services and scheduling transactions on the interties. 
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NSPI has developed time-of-use rates to provide incentives for load shifting from peak to off-peak
periods. 

3.10.2 Reliability Issues 

Under the current monopoly framework, reliability responsibility, management and oversight are
centralized. In a restructured market, many aspects of reliability management and oversight will change:
the number of market participants will increase; reliability responsibilities will be shared between several
entities; and there will be new market rules. The transition to restructured markets requires the
assignment of well-defined roles and responsibilities to all parties involved in ensuring reliability. 

Coal-fired generation in the province is a major source of greenhouse gas emissions. The prospects of
early retirement of coal-fired power plants have raised some uncertainties and concern with respect to
supply adequacy. An accelerated coal phase-out program could imply significant investments in new
generation capacity (e.g., gas-fired power plants) and/or more reliance on imports. 

Another issue relates to the fact that currently, small amounts of non-dispatchable generation or
variable generation are incorporated into NSPI’s system without an appreciable impact on economic
system operation and reliability. As this form of generation is expected to increase in a restructured
environment, its impact could be increasingly felt. On the other hand, NSPI serves about 380 MW of
interruptible loads, giving it substantial flexibility to ensure firm load is served during periods of
supply and transmission constraints. 

Reliability performance can also be measured by the response time after an outage, i.e., the time the
utility takes to restore power to its customers. Hurricane Juan, which hit Nova Scotia in September
2003, provides a recent example of how quickly service can be restored. According to a report
submitted to the UARB, NSPI stated Hurricane Juan caused the most damage ever to its transmission
and distribution system. The utility also reported that within five days of the Hurricane, 95 percent of
those who lost power (close to 300 000 customers) had service restored. A survey revealed that nearly
90 percent of customers said they were satisfied with NSPI’s response to the outage. 

3.10.3 Summary 

Electric power reliability is primarily the responsibility of NSPI, which is subject to performance
review and oversight by the UARB. NSPI complies with NERC and NPCC reliability standards and
has its own specific internal programs and operational criteria to maintain system reliability. 

3.11 Newfoundland and Labrador

In the Province of Newfoundland and Labrador, electricity markets are served by two major utilities.
Newfoundland and Labrador Hydro (Hydro), a Crown corporation, is the principal generator and
power transmitter in the province. Newfoundland Power (a subsidiary of Fortis Inc., an investor-
owned company) is the principal distributor on the island portion of the province. Newfoundland
Power purchases about 90 percent of its supply requirements from Hydro and generates the
remaining balance from its own facilities. 

The province has two distinct electric power systems, the island interconnected system and the
Labrador system. The latter has an intertie with Québec via three 735 kV lines, with a total transfer
capability of 5 200 MW. 
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Electricity represents about 30 percent of total end-use energy demand in the province. Demand is
concentrated on the island, which registered a peak of 1 403 MW in 2002. The residential sector
accounts for about 60 to 65 percent of total demand on the island, the balance comes primarily from
the commercial sector. 

Generation on the island reflects a mixture of about two-thirds hydro and one-third thermal. In
Labrador, generation is predominantly hydroelectric. Electricity produced at Churchill Falls
(5 428 MW) is mostly destined for Québec. 

3.11.1 Reliability Framework

Three primary pieces of legislation govern the electricity industry in the province: the Public Utilities Act
(PUA), the Newfoundland and Labrador Hydroelectric Corporation Act (the Hydro Corporation Act) and the
Electrical Power Control Act 1994 (EPCA). The Public Utilities Board (PUB) has legislated responsibilities
for oversight and monitoring of electric utilities in the province. According to section 3(b) of the EPCA,
the PUB is responsible for ensuring that “the production, transmission and distribution of power in the
province should be managed and operated in a manner: (i) that would result in the most efficient
production, transmission and distribution of power, (ii) that would result in consumers in the province
having equitable access to an adequate supply of power and (iii) that would result in power being
delivered to consumers in the province at the lowest possible costs consistent with reliable service.”

Hydro and Newfoundland Power are regulated by the PUB under traditional rate-based regulation.
All capital investments, including those associated with reliability, need to be reviewed and approved
by the PUB. While the PUB is ultimately responsible for reliability oversight, Hydro acts as the
principal reliability and balancing authority with respect to generation and transmission in Labrador
and on the island. The provision of reliability at the distribution level on the island is the main
responsibility of Newfoundland Power. Neither utility is a member of NERC, nor are they subject to
compliance with NERC reliability standards. 
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For generation planning, reliability criteria set the minimum level of reserve capacity and energy in
the system. The energy criterion ensures that the island system has sufficient firm energy capability to
meet firm energy requirements. The capacity criterion is based on a maximum target of 2.8 hours of
outages per year (resulting in a reserve margin of approximately 15 to 19 percent depending on
system resources). Facility investments are planned on the basis of long-term load forecasts and
system expansion studies, and take into account the trade-off between costs and reliability. To reduce
risks of outages, regular maintenance and inspection of assets, redundancy of critical facilities and
other loss prevention solutions are utilized. 

Outage frequencies and durations are reported regularly to the PUB with comparisons to average
industry performance. Quarterly indices include SAIFI, SAIDI and the System Average Restoration
Index. Annual indices include the Derating Adjusted Forced Outage Rate50 and the Weighted
Incapability Factor. 

With respect to demand-side management, Newfoundland Hydro has developed “HYDROWISE,”
an energy conservation initiative. In partnership with the Conservation Corps of Newfoundland and
Labrador, Hydro also provides specialized energuide and energy audit services to customers.
Newfoundland Power provides energy use advice to its customers under its Bright Ideas initiatives.
These initiatives include financing and rebates to customers for insulation upgrades, and promotion
of R2000 construction.

3.11.2 Reliability Issues 

In Labrador, reliability is enhanced by the entitlement to generation from Churchill Falls. On the
island, the age of many facilities (approaching 40 years) is a key industry concern and an important
consideration in establishing utility capital investment. Hydro recently completed a multi-year
transmission upgrade program at a cost of $45 million. This program, resulting from the redesign of
the steel tower, 230 kV transmission lines from Sunnyside to St. John’s, involved re-conductoring,
re-insulation, and the addition of new towers and strengthening of existing towers. Other investments
have been made in recent years by Newfoundland Power to enhance reliability.

Due to the absence of interconnection with the mainland, the island can only rely on local generation
sources. On the other hand, the island’s system is not exposed to risks associated with interconnection
to other jurisdictions. The eventual construction of a transmission link between Labrador and
Newfoundland would provide access to the hydro resources of Labrador and therefore would enhance
the reliability and security of the Newfoundland system. It would also have favourable environmental
impacts through displacement of existing fossil fuel generation.

3.11.3 Summary 

Newfoundland and Labrador is served by two distinct electric power systems, with interconnection to
the Québec grid from Labrador. Reporting on reliability performance is part of ongoing regulatory
requirements. Construction of a power line from Labrador could enhance reliability on the island. In
consideration of the age of facilities, utilities have constantly invested to promote system reliability. 
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50 Forced derating refers to an unplanned component failure or other condition that requires the output of the unit be reduced 
immediately or before the next weekend.
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SUMMARY
This report has provided an overview of electric reliability across Canada focusing on regional
reliability frameworks and reliability issues. Based on the information presented, the following
summarizing points can be made.

Reliability frameworks across Canada are diverse and evolving.

The electric industry in Canada has historically evolved along provincial lines with federal
involvement focused on trade and international power lines. The reliability framework, in terms of
the roles of the provincial or territorial governments, the regulators and market participants are
diverse with the type and extent of oversight varying among the provinces. As restructured markets
are introduced and mature, and provincial electricity policy changes, responsibilities for reliability
tend to evolve. Often, the provincial approach for ensuring reliability is augmented by a legislated
obligation on utilities to provide reliable electric service.  

Restructuring introduces opportunities and challenges in maintaining reliability.

In a restructured market, many aspects of reliability management and oversight become more
complex as the number of market participants increases and reliability responsibilities are shared
among a number of entities. To date, the implementation of restructuring has both facilitated and
impeded reliability. For example, after competition was introduced in Alberta’s generation sector,
investment in generation capacity increased. However, in most restructured markets, investment in
transmission capacity has been lagging.

Reliability expectations vary.

A recent CEA survey found that Canadian distribution systems were available 99.95 percent of the
time. However, expectations about an acceptable level of reliability vary across consumer sectors and
regions. For industrial users, and increasingly in the commercial and residential sectors, good
reliability includes continuity of service and considerations of power quality, such as appropriate
voltage control. The challenge for industry, government and regulators is to find the optimum level
of reliability given the diverse requirements.

Reliability can be gauged using performance measures.

Reliability performance can be assessed separately for the generation, transmission and distribution
sectors and on a system wide basis. Several measures have been developed by industry with the most
common addressing the duration and frequency of interruptions. Many utilities develop additional
performance measures to focus on specific reliability issues within their provinces. Although
governments and/or regulators usually have access to utility performance data on reliability,
depending on the province, public access is limited. Notwithstanding that some performance data
may be sensitive, commercially or otherwise, there is a public desire for greater transparency and
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availability of information. Furthermore, the Final Report on the August 14, 2003 Blackout identified
the need to establish an independent source of reliability performance information with common
definitions and data collection standards.

Reliability has a cost.

Reliability can be improved by making investments in infrastructure and technology; however, the
cost of providing electricity will increase. Investments can be aimed at outage prevention, outage
containment and/or service restoration. Each electric power system has a different generation mix,
load profile, and system configuration so planners must find the best strategy to manage the risks for
their particular system. To optimize reliability investments, planners must ensure the cost of
initiatives is justified financially, socially and environmentally in terms of benefits or avoided costs.
Utilities and other planners are challenged with achieving an acceptable level of reliability while
keeping rates at reasonable levels.

Interconnections enhance reliability.

Under normal operating conditions, interconnections between power systems improve reliability and
provide commercial benefits. These connections allow adjoining utilities to optimize the use of their
resources and can contribute to meeting reserve requirements. Electricity can flow where it is needed,
either to prevent system disturbances or to provide lower-cost power. However, a disturbance in one
system, if it is severe enough, can also affect adjoining systems, thereby exposing a local system to
regional weaknesses. The consensus is that the benefits outweigh the potential risks and the industry
trend is toward strengthening the overall interconnected system.

Demand-side actions can enhance reliability.

Consumer behaviour and actions can enhance reliability through reducing overall electricity
consumption and/or deferring consumption to non-peak periods. Demand-side management
initiatives, such as energy conservation programs, can help maintain system adequacy for longer
periods through levelling or reducing overall energy demand. Demand response initiatives, such as
time-of-use pricing, can reduce seasonal or daily demand peaks such that investment in additional
capacity for serving peak load may be avoided. To improve the success of demand programs, there is a
need to develop proper incentives to motivate consumers to respond effectively.
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Province or 
Territory Primary Legislation Regulator

Primary Reliability 
Authority

NERC  
Region 

Member Interconnections
British 
Columbia

Utilities Commission Act, BC Hydro 
and Power Authority Act, 
Transmission Corporation Act

British Columbia Utilities 
Commission

BC Transmission Corporation yes AB  WA

Yukon Public Utilities Act of the Yukon Yukon Utilities Board Yukon Energy Corporation, 
Yukon Electric Company Ltd.

no none

Northwest 
Territories

Northwest Territories Power 
Corporation Act

Public Utilities Board of the NWT Northwest Territories Power 
Corporation

no none

Nunavut Quilliq Energy Corporation Act Utility Rates Review Council 
(limited to capital expenditures 
and rate review)

Nunavut Power Corporation 
(subsidiary of Quilliq Energy 
Corporation)

no none

Alberta Electric Utilities Act Alberta Energy and Utilities Board Alberta Electric System Operator yes BC SK

Saskatchewan Power Corporation Act, Crown 
Corporations Act

SaskPower reports to Minister. 
Rates are reviewed by 
Saskatchewan Rate Review Panel.

Saskatchewan Power 
Corporation (SaskPower)

no AB  MB ND

Manitoba Manitoba Hydro Act Public Utilities Board (limited to 
rate review)

Manitoba Hydro yes SK  ON ND  MN

Ontario Electricity Act, 1998, Ontario 
Energy Board Act,1998

Ontario Energy Board Independent Market Operator 
(IMO)

yes QC  MB  NY  MI  MN

Québec Act Respecting the Régie de 
l’énergie

Régie de l’énergie Hydro-Québec  
(TransÉnergie)

yes NF  NB ON  NE NY

New Brunswick Electricity Act Board of Commissioners of Public 
Utilities

NB Power Corporation yes NS  PEI QC  ME

Prince Edward 
Island

Electric Power Act Island Regulatory and Appeals 
Commission

Maritime Electric Company 
Limited

no NB

Nova Scotia Utility and Review Board Act Nova Scotia Utility and Review 
Board

Nova Scotia Power Inc. 
(subsidiary of Emera)

yes NB

Newfoundland 
& Labrador

Newfoundland and Labrador 
Hydroelectric Corporation Act, 
Public Utilities Act, and Electric 
Power Control Act 1994

Public Utilities Board Newfoundland and Labrador 
Hydro, and Newfoundland 
Power

no QC



GLOSSARY
Adequacy One of the two basic functional aspects in defining the reliability

of bulk power electric systems, which is the ability to supply the
aggregate electrical demand and energy requirements of
customers at all times, taking into account scheduled and
reasonably expected unscheduled outages of system elements.
The other basic aspect is operating reliability (NERC).

Alternating Current (AC) An electrical current that reverses direction at regularly recurring
intervals with alternately positive and negative values, averaging
zero. Almost all electric utilities generate AC electricity as its
voltage is easily transformed to higher or lower values.

Ancillary Services Functions required in support of the reliable operation of the
transmission and generation system. They are controlled by the
system operator and include various types of operating services
such as frequency and voltage control, load following, spinning
reserve, and blackstart capability.

Bulk Power System A term commonly applied to the portion of an electric utility
system that encompasses the electrical generation resources and
transmission system. 

CAIDI Customer Average Interruption Duration Index. This is one of
many indicators that can be used to measure the performance of
transmission and distribution systems. CAIDI measures the
average length of time per service interruption in a given time
period (e.g., 1.8 hours per service interruption in 2002). 

Capacity The maximum amount of power that a device can generate,
utilize or transfer, usually expressed in megawatts.

Cascading Blackout The uncontrolled, successive loss of system elements triggered by
an incident at any location. Cascading results in widespread
service interruption, which cannot be restrained from
sequentially spreading beyond an area predetermined by
appropriate studies.

Commercial Sector The commercial sector is generally defined as non-manufacturing
business establishments, including hotels, motels, restaurants,
wholesale businesses, retail stores, and health, social and
educational institutions.
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Congestion Congestion occurs when a transmission system cannot
accommodate all transactions that would normally occur, for
example, due to capacity constraints or reliability considerations.

Demand Response (DR) Reduction in electricity use in response to peak pricing or request
from the system operator or a Load Serving Entity.

Demand-Side Management (DSM) Actions undertaken by a utility that result in a change and/or
reduction in demand for electricity. This can eliminate or delay
new capital investment for production or supply infrastructures
and improve overall system efficiency.

Direct Current (DC Electric current that flows in one direction with little or no
voltage fluctuation.

Distribution The transfer of electricity from the transmission network to the
consumer.

Diversity The difference in peak demand on a daily or seasonal basis
between regions. For example, peak demand generally occurs
during the winter in Canada, while it occurs in the summer in
some states. Diversity can be used as a basis for trade. 

Eastern Interconnection One of the three major “interconnections” that make up the North
American power grid. It includes: the provinces east of Alberta,
with the exception of Newfoundland; and the central and eastern
states, a small part of Texas and parts of those western states not
included in the Western Interconnection. From the standpoint of
electric reliability, the Eastern Interconnection covers the same
electrical jurisdictions as eight NERC regional councils (NPCC,
ECAR, FRCC, MAIN, MAPP, MAAC, SPP and SERC).

ERCOT Electric Reliability Council of Texas. It is one of the three major
interconnections that make up the North American power grid
and includes most of the state of Texas. From the standpoint of
electric reliability, ERCOT constitutes one of the NERC
regional councils.

FACTS or FACTS Devices Flexible Alternating Current Transmission System devices. These
include a variety of electronic devices used to improve the control
and stability of the transmission grid. The increased ability to
direct power flow and the very fast response to system conditions
enable the transmission system to be operated closer to its
thermal limits, thus improving transmission efficiency. 

Final Report on the Final Report on the August 14, 2003 Power Blackout in the
August 14, 2003 Blackout United States and Canada: Causes and Recommendations,

U.S.-Canada Power System Outage Task Force, April 4004 

Firm Load Power or capacity that is intended to be available at all specified
times during a period covered by an agreement respecting the
sale thereof.
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Generation The process of producing electric energy by transforming other
forms of energy; also, the amount of electric energy produced.

Green Power Electricity generation deemed to be environmentally less
intrusive than most traditional generation, usually in accordance
with standards established by government or regulatory agencies.
Green power sources include wind, water, landfill gas, solar and
others. 

Greenhouse Gases Gases such as carbon dioxide, methane and nitrous oxide, which
actively contribute to the atmospheric greenhouse effect, i.e.,
increased temperatures in the earth’s lower atmosphere.

Heritage Pool An amount of energy and capacity determined by the existing
generation assets which resulted from past decisions under a
previous market regime. This energy is generally sold into the
marketplace at a price reflecting historical costs.

High Voltage Direct This technology is used to solve the problem of transmitting 
Current (HVDC) electricity over long distances. Direct current power loss over

long distances is considerably less than alternating current. A
higher voltage is used with direct current to increase energy
transmission and reduce losses. 

Industrial Sector The industrial sector is generally defined as manufacturing,
construction, mining agriculture, fishing and forestry
establishments.

Interruptible Load Power that is made available under an agreement that permits
curtailment, interruption or cessation of delivery at the option of
the supplier.

Independent System An ISO is functionally separated from other electricity market 
Operator (ISO) participants, i.e., generators, transmission companies and

marketers, and makes non-discriminatory access available to users
of the transmission system. The ISO is responsible for
monitoring and controlling the transmission system in real time.

IOR Index of Reliability. This is one of many indicators that can be
used to measure the performance of transmission and distribution
systems. IOR measures the relative amount of time a system is
available, or is able to provide service, in a given time period
(e.g., an IOR of .9995 in 2002 indicates a system provided service
99.95 percent of the time in 2002). 

Joule A unit of work and energy. It is defined as the work done (energy
transferred) in one second by a current of one ampere at a
potential difference of one volt. One watt is equal to one joule
per second.
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Kilowatt hour A measure of electric energy; the amount of electric energy
required to operate ten 100-watt light bulbs for one hour.

North American Power Grid The North American network of high-voltage transmission lines
involved in the transfer of power between generating plants and
customer loads (mainly distribution companies and large
industrial consumers). The “grid” is composed of three major
electrical “interconnections,” known as the Western
Interconnection, the Eastern Interconnection and ERCOT,
which together include: most of Canada; the continental United
States (excluding Alaska); and a northern section of the Baja
California Norte, Mexico. The major interconnections are
electrically independent, meaning that, within each
interconnection, the (AC) frequencies are “synchronous” and
electrical loads are balanced with generation. The
interconnections are linked by DC transmission lines. 

Off-Peak Hours of the day (e.g., from 11:00 p.m. to 7:00 a.m., Monday to
Friday and all day Saturday and Sunday) or other periods (e.g.,
seasonal) with lower electrical demand. 

On-Peak Hours of the day (e.g., from 7:00 a.m. to 11:00 p.m., Monday to
Friday) or other periods (e.g., seasonal) with higher electrical
demand.

Open Access Non-discriminatory access to electricity transmission lines.

Operating Reliability One of the two basic functional aspects in defining the reliability
of bulk power electric systems, which is the ability to withstand
sudden disturbances such as electric short circuits or
unanticipated failure of system elements. The other basic aspect
is adequacy (NERC).

Peak Load The maximum load consumed or produced by a unit or group of
units in a stated period of time.

Rate The price charged for a commodity or service. Rates may be
subject to regulatory approval or may be set by the marketplace.

Reactive Power The portion of electricity that establishes and sustains the electric
and magnetic fields of alternating-current equipment. Reactive
power must be supplied to most types of magnetic equipment,
such as motors and transformers. It also must supply the reactive
losses on transmission facilities and directly influences electric
system voltage. 

Reciprocity or Reciprocal Access Refers to the reciprocity requirement under FERC Order 888,
which states that transmission customers taking delivery under an
open access transmission tariff must offer, in return, open access
to the transmitting utility.
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Regional Transmission A voluntary organization of transmission owners, transmission 
Organization users, and other entities approved by the U.S. Federal Energy

Regulatory Commission (FERC) to efficiently coordinate
transmission planning (and expansion), operation, and use on a
regional (and interregional) basis.

Reliability The degree of performance of the elements of the bulk electricity
system that results in electricity being delivered to customers
within accepted standards and in the amounts desired. Reliability
can be addressed by two basic and functional aspects of the
electric system, adequacy and operating reliability (NERC).

Reserve Margin The amount of unused available capability of an electric power
system at peak load as a percentage of total capability.

Residential Sector Private household establishments which consume energy
primarily for space heating, water heating, air conditioning,
lighting, refrigeration, cooking and clothes drying.

Restructuring Reorganizing electric utilities from vertically-integrated
monopolies into separate generation transmission and
distribution companies. This separation or unbundling is
intended to promote competition between generators and to
“open “the transmission and distribution systems, leading to
increased competition in the supply and marketing of electricity. 

Retail Access A market in which electricity and other energy services are sold
directly to consumers by competing suppliers. Also known as
direct access.

Reverse Metering An electricity consumer with generating capability may provide
electricity to the grid, and it is subtracted from the metered
amount of consumption for which the consumer must pay.

SAIDI System Average Interruption Duration Index. This is one of
many indicators that can be used to measure the performance of
transmission and distribution systems. SAIDI measures the
number of hours of service interruptions per customer in a given
time period (e.g., 4.4 hours of service interruptions in 2002). 

SAIFI System Average Interruption Frequency Index. This is one of
many indicators that can be used to measure the performance of
transmission and distribution systems. SAIFI measures the
number of service interruptions per customer in a given time
period (e.g., 2.4 service interruptions in 2002). 

Spot Market Market where actual commodities or financial instruments are
bought and sold for instant delivery. The spot market contrasts
with the futures market, in which contracts are completed at a
specified time in the future. 
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Tariff The terms and conditions under which a service or product will
be provided, including the rates or charges that users of a service
or product must pay. Tariffs are usually proposed by the service
or commodity provider, and are subject to regulatory approval.

Thermal Plants Facilities which generate electricity using a steam turbine or
combustion turbine driven by biomass, fossil fuels or nuclear
power. 

Time-of-Use Rates Rates based on the time of day when the electricity is actually
used. These rates allow consumers to pay less for the electricity
they use during “off-peak,” or low electrical demand periods.
Electricity used during the” on-peak” hours is more costly.

Transmission The movement or transfer of electric energy over an
interconnected group of lines and associated equipment between
points of supply and points at which it is transformed for delivery
to consumers, or is delivered to other electric systems.
Transmission is considered to end when the energy is
transformed for distribution.

Transmission Tariff The authorized charge levied for provision and use of
transmission services.

Unbundling Separation of the vertically-integrated functions of utility
companies into generation, transmission, distribution and energy
services.

Utility An entity owning and operating an electric system and having the
obligation to provide electrical service to all end-users upon their
request.

Vertically-Integrated Utility A utility that combines the functions of generation, transmission
and distribution.

Western Interconnection One of the three major “interconnections” that comprise the
North American power grid. It includes: British Columbia and
Alberta; all or parts of the 13 western-most states of the
continental U.S. (excluding Alaska) and a small part of Texas; and
a northern section of the Baja California Norte, Mexico. From
the standpoint of electric reliability, the Western Interconnection
includes the same electrical jurisdictions as the WECC.

Wholesale Access A distributor of power has the option of buying its power from a
variety of power producers on a wholesale basis for resale on a
retail level.

Wholesale Transactions Transactions between electricity generators and retailers.
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